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CROSSED PRODUCTS OF Lp OPERATOR ALGEBRAS AND
THE K-THEORY OF CUNTZ ALGEBRAS ON Lp SPACES
N. CHRISTOPHER PHILLIPS
Abstract. For p ∈ [1,∞), we define and study full and reduced crossed prod-
ucts of algebras of operators on σ-finite Lp spaces by isometric actions of sec-
ond countable locally compact groups. We give universal properties for both
crossed products. When the group is abelian, we prove the existence of a dual
action on the full and reduced Lp operator crossed products. When the group
is discrete, we construct a conditional expectation to the original algebra which
is faithful in a suitable sense. For a free action of a discrete group on a com-
pact metric space X, we identify all traces on the reduced Lp operator crossed
product, and if the action is also minimal we show that the reduced Lp opera-
tor crossed product is simple. We prove that the full and reduced Lp operator
crossed products of an amenable Lp operator algebra by a discrete amenable
group are again amenable. We prove a Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence for
the K-theory of reduced Lp operator crossed products by Z. We show that
the Lp analogs Op
d
of the Cuntz algebras Od are stably isomorphic to reduced
Lp operator crossed products of stabilized Lp UHF algebra by Z, and show
that K0
(
O
p
d
)
∼= Z/(d − 1)Z and K1
(
O
p
d
)
= 0.
This paper is an initial investigation of full and reduced crossed products of
algebras of operators on Lp spaces by isometric actions of locally compact groups,
for p ∈ [1,∞). The original motivation was the computation of the K-theory of
the analogs of Cuntz algebras on Lp spaces, introduced in [19]. The result is the
same as in the C* case: K0
(
Opd
)
∼= Z/(d − 1)Z and K1
(
Opd
)
= 0. The choice of
material in this paper is largely dictated by what is needed for this calculation,
but we carry the work out in the greatest generality not requiring significant extra
work, and we present some results unrelated to this computation but which can
be done with little additional work. As steps toward the computation, we prove
that on the reduced Lp operator crossed product by a countable group, there is a
conditional expectation to the original algebra which is faithful in a suitable sense,
and we prove a Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence for the K-theory of reduced
Lp operator crossed products by Z. We also construct the dual action on the full
and reduced Lp operator crossed products by a second countable locally compact
abelian group. The main unrelated results are as follows. Let G be a countable
discrete group. IfX is a free minimal compact metrizable G-space, then the reduced
Lp operator crossed product by the corresponding action on C(X) is simple. If X
is a free compact metrizable G-space, not necessarily minimal, then the traces on
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the reduced Lp operator crossed product are in one to one correspondence with
the invariant Borel probability measures on X. If G is amenable and acts on an
Lp operator algebra which is amenable as a Banach algebra, then both the full and
reduced Lp operator crossed products are amenable Banach algebras.
We also mention a separate result of Pooya and Hejezian [24]. Let p ∈ (1,∞),
let G be a Powers group, and let α : G → Aut(A) be an isometric action of G on
an Lp operator algebra A such that A is G-simple. Then the reduced Lp operator
crossed product of A by G is simple. This is not true for p = 1, as follows from
Proposition 3.14.
We originally hoped to compute K∗
(
Opd
)
directly, without developing the theory
of Lp operator crossed products. However, the methods of the original computation,
in [6], do not seem to work. See the discussion at the beginning of Section 7.
There are many interesting questions which we do not address. We exclude
the case p = ∞ in most of the paper, since it seems to require special treatment.
Whenever convenient, we restrict to discrete groups. We make no effort to decide
when the full and reduced Lp operator crossed products are the same, beyond the
simple observation that they are at least isomorphic when the group is finite. We do
not investigate the crossed product by the dual action (Takai duality). We do not
try to give any general criteria for simplicity of crossed products; even for actions
on spaces, our result is weaker than in the C* case, where one only needs the action
to be essentially free. There are many other interesting questions which we do not
even mention.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we define Lp operator algebras
(closed subalgebras of L(Lp(X,µ))), give some examples, and prove a few elemen-
tary facts. Section 2 contains the definition of (isometric) G-Lp operator algebras,
that is, Lp operator algebras with (isometric) actions of the group G, and their
covariant representations. We give examples of G-Lp operator algebras, and prove
the existence of regular covariant representations. Full and reduced Lp operator
crossed products are introduced in Section 3. Analogs of the usual universal prop-
erties for C* crossed products are given. When the group is abelian, dual actions
are defined on both the full and reduced Lp operator crossed products. Section 4
contains the construction of the conditional expectation on a reduced Lp operator
crossed product by a discrete group. In Section 5, we prove the results mentioned
above on Lp operator crossed products by free actions on compact spaces, and on
amenability of Lp operator crossed products. Section 6 contains the proof of the
analog of the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence for the K-theory of reduced Lp op-
erator crossed products by Z. In Section 7, we show how to realize the stabilization
of the algebra Opd as the reduced L
p operator crossed product of an action of Z on
a stabilized Lp UHF algebra, and we combine this realization with the Pimsner-
Voiculescu exact sequence to compute K∗
(
Opd
)
. In Section 8, we state a few of the
many problems left open in this paper.
We warn the reader that many facts which are either automatic or well known for
C*-algebras are false, unknown, or require additional work for Lp operator algebras.
Integration of Banach space values continuous functions with compact support
will be taken to be as in Section 2.5 of [9]. For more details, see Section 1.5 of [33].
I am grateful to Guillermo Cortin˜as, Mar´ıa Eugenia Rodr´ıguez, and Sanaz Pooya
for finding a number of misprints in earlier drafts of this paper.
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1. Lp operator algebras
Crossed products will be taken with respect to the category of norm closed
subalgebras of algebras of the form L(Lp(X,µ)), for a fixed value of p.We call such
algebras Lp operator algebras. We will mostly restrict to nondegenerate algebras
and σ-finite measure spaces. In this section, we present the basic definitions related
to Lp operator algebras and some examples.
Definition 1.1. Let A be a Banach algebra, and let p ∈ [1,∞].We say that A is an
Lp operator algebra if there is a measure space (X,B, µ) such that A is isometrically
isomorphic to a norm closed subalgebra of L(Lp(X,µ)).
We do not assume that A is unital.
When p = 2, an Lp operator algebra is a Banach algebra which is isometri-
cally isomorphic to a norm closed but not necessarily selfadjoint subalgebra of the
bounded operators on some Hilbert space. (We do not know if there is a useful
Lp analog of a C*-algebra.) Results such as the characterization in [4] suggest
that nonselfadjoint operator algebras are better behaved when matrix norms are
included in the structure. In the Lp situation, there is an obvious way to define
matrix norms. In [15] there is a representation theorem for matrix normed oper-
ator algebras on the collection of quotients of subspaces of Lp spaces, for a fixed
value of p. However, for p 6= 2, this collection is much bigger than the collection of
Lp spaces, and therefore does not meet our needs. We do not need matrix norms
for the purposes of this paper, essentially because the algebras we consider have a
unique Lp operator matrix normed structure. Therefore we do not pursue this idea
here. We do make scattered remarks. For example, as discussed at the beginning
of Section 3, the completely isometric theory of crossed products is essentially a
special case of what we do here.
When p =∞, it may well be more appropriate to consider norm closed subalge-
bras of spaces of the form L(C0(X)) for locally compact Hausdorff spaces X. Since
we will eventually have to exclude p =∞ anyway, we do not pursue this approach
here.
The algebra L(Lp(X,µ)) is an obvious example of an Lp operator algebra. Here
are some others.
Example 1.2. Let p ∈ [1,∞], let d ∈ Z>0, set Z = {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}, and let λ be
normalized counting measure on Z, that is, λ(S) = d−1card(S) for all S ⊂ Z. Then
L(Lp(Z, λ)) is an Lp operator algebra, algebraically isomorphic to the algebra Md
of d× d complex matrices. We call it Mpd .
We write its standard matrix units as ej,k for j, k ∈ Z. Thus,
ej,k(χ{l}) =
{
0 l 6= k
χ{j} l = k.
We use {0, 1, . . . , d− 1} rather than {1, 2, . . . , d}, and normalized counting mea-
sure, for notational convenience in Section 7.
Remark 1.3. Let the notation be as in Example 1.2, and let ν = d ·λ be ordinary
counting measure on Z. Then there is an isometric isomorphism ϕ from Mpd as
defined there to L(lp(Z, ν)) which sends matrix units to matrix units. Indeed,
let u ∈ L
(
Lp(Z, µ), Lp(Z, λ)
)
be the isometric isomorphism uξ = d1/pξ. Then set
ϕ(a) = uau−1 for a ∈Mpd .
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More generally, replacing the measure µ by a strictly positive multiple of µ does
not change L(Lp(X,µ)). (See Lemma 2.11 of [21] for the formal statement.)
The algebra Mpd plays a key role in [19] and [20].
Example 1.4. Let the notation be as in Example 1.2, and set
T = span
({
ej,k : 0 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ d− 1
})
,
the algebra of upper triangular matrices. Then T is an Lp operator algebra.
Unlike the other examples we present here, for p = 2 we do not get a C*-algebra.
For any Banach space E, we let K(E) denote the algebra of compact operators
on E.
Example 1.5. Let p ∈ [1,∞], and let (X,B, µ) be a measure space. Then the
algebra K(Lp(X,µ)) of compact operators on Lp(X,µ) is an Lp operator algebra.
Example 1.6. Let S be a set, and let p ∈ [1,∞]. For a finite subset F ⊂ S, we
define MpF to be the set of all a ∈ L(l
p(S)) such that aξ = 0 whenever ξ|F = 0 and
such that aξ ∈ lp(F ) ⊂ lp(S) for all ξ ∈ lp(S). We then define
MpS =
⋃
F ⊂ S finite
MpF ,
and we define M
p
S to be the closure of M
p
S in the operator norm on L(l
p(S)).
It follows from Lemma 1.7 below that M
p
S is an L
p operator algebra which is
contained in K(lp(S)). By Corollary 1.9 below, M
p
S = K(l
p(S)) for p ∈ (1,∞), but
Example 1.10 shows that this is not true for p = 1. When S = {0, 1, . . . , d− 1} or
S = {1, 2, . . . , d}, we recover the algebra Mpd of Example 1.2, including its norm,
by Remark 1.3.
As in Example 1.2, for j, k ∈ S we let ej,k ∈M
p
S ⊂ M
p
S be the standard matrix
unit, given by
ej,k(χ{l}) =
{
0 l 6= k
χ{j} l = k.
Lemma 1.7. Let S be a set, and let p ∈ [1,∞). Then MpS is a subalgebra of
L(lp(S)) andM
p
S is a closed subalgebra of L(l
p(S)) which is contained in K(lp(S)).
Proof. It is easy to check that MpS is a subalgebra of L(l
p(S)) and all its elements
have finite rank. The rest of the statement follows. 
The following proposition and its corollary will not be formally used. They are
included to show how M
p
S is related to the more usual algebra K(l
p(S)).
Proposition 1.8. Let p ∈ [1,∞). Let S be a set, and let F be the collection of finite
subsets of S, ordered by inclusion. For T ∈ F let eT ∈ L(l
p(S)) be multiplication
by χT . Let a ∈ K(l
p(S)). If p ∈ (1,∞), then limT∈F ‖eTaeT − a‖ = 0, and if p = 1
then limT∈F ‖eTa− a‖ = 0.
Proof. We begin with the easily checked observation that for all T ∈ F , we have
(1.1) ‖eT‖ ≤ 1 and ‖1− eT ‖ ≤ 1.
(We have equality unless T = ∅ or T = S.)
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Now let a ∈ K(lp(S)) and let ε > 0. We will find T0 ∈ F such that for all T ∈ F
containing T0, we have ‖eTa − a‖ <
1
3ε. For p 6= 1 we will further find T1 ∈ F
(containing T0) such that for all T ∈ F containing T1, we have ‖eTaeT − a‖ < ε.
Define
B =
{
aξ : ξ ∈ lp(S) and ‖ξ‖p ≤ 1
}
⊂ lp(S).
Then B is compact. For T ∈ F , define an open set UT ⊂ l
p(S) by
UT =
{
η ∈ lp(S) : ‖(1− eT )η‖p <
1
6ε
}
.
If T1, T2 ∈ F satisfy T1 ⊂ T2, then UT1 ⊂ UT2 , since, by (1.1), for η ∈ l
p(S) we have
‖(1− eT2)η‖p = ‖(1− eT2)(1− eT1)η‖p ≤ ‖(1− eT1)η‖p.
Also, for all η ∈ lp(S), we have limT∈F ‖(1− eT )η‖p = 0, so η ∈
⋃
T∈F UT . Since B
is compact, there is T0 ∈ F such that B ⊂ UT0 .
We now claim that whenever T ∈ F satisfies T0 ⊂ T, then ‖eTa − a‖ <
1
3ε.
Indeed, if ξ ∈ lp(S) satisfies ‖ξ‖p ≤ 1, then aξ ∈ B, so
‖(eTa− a)ξ‖p = ‖(eT − 1)aξ‖p <
1
6ε.
Taking the supremum over all such ξ gives ‖eTa − a‖ ≤
1
6ε <
1
3ε. This proves the
claim.
We now have the statement in the case p = 1. So from now on assume p ∈ (1,∞).
For j ∈ S let δj denote the corresponding standard basis vector in l
p(S). There are
functionals ωj in the dual space l
p(S)′ for j ∈ T0 such that for all ξ ∈ l
p(S) we have
(1.2) eT0aξ =
∑
j∈T0
ωj(ξ)δj .
Let q ∈ (1,∞) be the conjugate exponent, that is, 1p +
1
q = 1. There are ηj ∈ l
q(S)
for j ∈ T0 such that for all ξ ∈ l
p(S) we have
ωj(ξ) =
∑
l∈S
(ηj)lξl.
For T ∈ F let fT ∈ L(l
q(S)) be multiplication by χT . There is T1 ∈ F such that
T0 ⊂ T1 and such that for T ∈ F with T1 ⊂ T, and j ∈ T0, we have
‖fT ηj − ηj‖q <
ε
6 · card(T0)
.
Since ξ 7→ ωj(eT ξ) is the linear functional corresponding to fT ηj ∈ l
q(S), we get,
for all ξ ∈ lp(S), all j ∈ T0, and all T ∈ F containing T1,
|ωj(ξ) − ωj(eT ξ)| ≤ ‖ξ‖p · ‖ηj − fT ηj‖q ≤
ε‖ξ‖p
6 · card(T0)
.
Therefore, by (1.2),
‖eT0aeT ξ − eT0aξ‖p ≤
∑
j∈T0
|ωj(ξ)− ωj(eT ξ)| ≤
ε‖ξ‖p
6
.
Taking the supremum over all such ξ gives ‖eT0aeT − eT0a‖ ≤
1
6ε <
1
3ε. Therefore
‖eTaeT − a‖ ≤ ‖eT (a− eT0a)eT ‖+ ‖eT0aeT − eT0a‖+ ‖eT0a− a‖
< ‖eT ‖ · ‖a− eT0a‖ · ‖eT‖+
1
3ε+
1
3ε <
1
3ε+
1
3ε+
1
3ε = ε.
This completes the proof that limT∈F ‖eTaeT − a‖ = 0. 
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Corollary 1.9. Let p ∈ (1,∞), and let S be a set. Then M
p
S = K(l
p(S)).
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 1.8. 
We also get the result that the finite rank operators are dense in K(lp(S)) when-
ever p ∈ [1,∞). This is surely known. The case in which S is countable is known
in much greater generality, namely for every Banach space with a Schauder basis.
It is not true that M
1
S = K(l
1(S)), even when S is countable. In fact, if S is
infinite, then M
1
S does not even contain all rank one operators in L(l
1(S)).
Example 1.10. Let S be an infinite set, and fix s0 ∈ S. For j ∈ S let δj denote
the corresponding standard basis vector in l1(S). Define a : l1(S)→ l1(S) by
aξ =
(∑
j∈S
ξj
)
δs0 .
Then one easily checks that a is a rank one operator in L(l1(S)) and that ‖a‖ = 1.
We show that a 6∈M
1
S .
Let T ⊂ S be any finite set, and let eT be as in Proposition 1.8. We first observe
that ‖a− aeT ‖ ≥ 1. Indeed, there is j ∈ S such that j 6∈ T, and taking ξ = δj gives
‖ξ‖ = 1, ‖aξ‖ = 1, and aeT ξ = 0.
We now claim that b ∈ M
1
S implies ‖a − b‖ ≥ 1. It suffices to prove this for
b ∈M1S. Thus we may assume that there is a finite set T ⊂ S such that eT beT = b.
Since b(1− eT ) = 0, we get
‖a− b‖ = ‖a− b‖ · ‖1− eT ‖ ≥ ‖(a− b)(1− eT )‖ = ‖a(1− eT )‖ ≥ 1,
as desired.
Example 1.11. Let p ∈ [1,∞). Let P be the set of prime numbers, and let
N : P → Z≥0 ∪ {∞} be a function such that
∑
t∈P N(t) = ∞. (Such a function
is a supernatural number .) Then the spatial Lp UHF algebra D of type N, as in
Definition 3.9(2) of [20] (and whose uniqueness is proved in Theorem 3.10 of [20])
is an Lp operator algebra. Recall from Definition 3.5 and Theorem 3.10 of [20] that
D is characterized as follows. For any sequence
(
r(0), r(1), r(2), . . .
)
in Z>0 with
r(0) = 1, r(n) | r(n+ 1) for n ∈ Z≥0, and such that for all t ∈ P we have
N(t) = sup
({
m ∈ Z≥0 : there is n ∈ Z≥0 such that t
m | r(n)
})
,
there are subalgebras D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ D such that
⋃∞
n=0Dn = D and such that
Dn is isometrically isomorphic to M
p
r(n) for all n ∈ Z≥0.
As a special case, for d ∈ {2, 3, . . .}, we get the spatial Lp UHF algebra of type d∞
by taking N(t) = ∞ for those primes t which divide d and N(t) = 0 otherwise.
Then we can take r(n) = dn for n ∈ Z≥0.
Theorem 5.14 of [21] shows that for every p ∈ [1,∞) and every supernatural
number N, there are uncountably many nonisomorphic nonspatial Lp UHF algebras
of type N.
Example 1.12. Let p ∈ [1,∞), and let d ∈ Z>0. Then the algebra O
p
d of Defini-
tion 8.8 of [19] is an Lp operator algebra.
We recall its definition. For convenience in Section 7, we use slightly different no-
tation. We let Ld denote the Leavitt algebra over C, as in Definition 1.1 of [19], with
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standard generators (note the change in labelling) s0, s1, . . . , sd−1, t0, t1, . . . , td−1
satisfying the relations
(1.3) tjsj = 1 for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1},
(1.4) tjsk = 0 for j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1} with j 6= k,
and
(1.5)
d−1∑
j=0
sjtj = 1.
Then Opd is the completion of Ld in the norm coming from any spatial representation
(in the sense of Definition 7.4(2) of [19]) on a space Lp(X,µ) for a σ-finite measure
space (X,B, µ). By Theorem 8.7 of [19], all such representations give the same
norm on Ld, so O
p
d is well defined. Since injective spatial representations of Ld
exist (Lemma 7.5 of [19]) we may, and do, regard Ld as a subalgebra of O
p
d.
Example 1.13. Let p ∈ [1,∞], and let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space.
Then C0(X), with the usual supremum norm, is an L
p operator algebra. To see
this, let µ be counting measure on X. Then the map f 7→ m(f), sending f ∈ C0(X)
to the multiplication operator (m(f)ξ)(x) = f(x)ξ(x) for ξ ∈ Lp(X,µ) and x ∈ X,
is an isometric bijection from C0(X) to a norm closed subalgebra of L(L
p(X,µ)).
If X is compact metrizable (and in some other cases), we can find a finite Borel
measure ν on X such that ν(U) > 0 for every nonempty open set U ⊂ X. Then
C(X) is isometrically isomorphic to the corresponding algebra of multiplication
operators on Lp(X, ν). If X is compact metrizable and p 6= ∞, then Lp(X, ν) is
separable.
Our final example is the spatial Lp operator tensor product of Lp operator alge-
bras. For this, we need to recall briefly the tensor product of operators on Lp spaces.
What we need is summarized in Theorem 2.16 of [19], but is taken from Chapter 7
of [8]. Those sources assume the measures are σ-finite, but this hypothesis is not
needed, by Section 1 of [10].
When we need them, we will use the symbol ⊗alg for algebraic (that is, not
completed) tensor products of both Banach spaces and Banach algebras.
Remark 1.14. For proofs of the following, see Theorem 2.16 of [19], and remove
the hypothesis of σ-finiteness there by using, in [10], Theorem 1.1 and the discussion
at the beginning of Section 1.
For p ∈ [1,∞) and for measure spaces (X,B, µ) and (Y, C, ν), there is an Lp tensor
product Lp(X,µ)⊗pL
p(Y, ν) which can be canonically identified with Lp(X×Y, µ×
ν) via (ξ ⊗ η)(x, y) = ξ(x)η(y). Moreover, if
(X1,B1, µ1), (X2,B2, µ2), (Y1, C1, ν1), and (Y2, C2, ν2)
are measure spaces, and
a ∈ L
(
Lp(X1, µ1), L
p(X2, µ2)
)
and b ∈ L
(
Lp(Y1, ν1), L
p(Y2, ν2)
)
,
then there is a corresponding tensor product operator
a⊗ b ∈ L
(
Lp(X1 × Y1, µ1 × ν1), L
p(X2 × Y2, µ2 × ν2
)
,
which has the expected properties: bilinearity, (a1⊗ b1)(a2⊗ b2) = a1a2⊗ b1b2, and
‖c‖ = ‖a‖ · ‖b‖.
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We exclude p = ∞ because usually L∞(X × Y, µ × ν) is much bigger than the
closure of the image of L∞(X,µ)⊗p L
∞(Y, ν).
Example 1.15. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let (X1,B1, µ1) and (X2,B2, µ2) be measure spaces,
and let A1 ⊂ L(L
p(X1, µ1)) and A2 ⊂ L(L
p(X2, µ2)) be norm closed subalgebras.
Define the algebra
A1 ⊗p A2 ⊂ L
(
Lp(X1 ×X2, µ1 × µ2)
)
to be the closed linear span of all a1⊗ a2 (in the sense of Remark 1.14) for a1 ∈ A1
and a2 ∈ A2, as in Definition 1.9 of [20]. Then A1⊗p A2 is an L
p operator algebra.
Thus, for example, if A ⊂ L(Lp(X,µ)) is an Lp operator algebra, we can form
an Lp matrix algebra: let d ∈ Z>0, let Z and λ be as in Example 1.2, and get
Mpd ⊗p A ⊂ L
(
Lp(Z ×X, λ× µ)
)
.
Remark 1.3 is easily adapted to show that we get the same result using counting
measure instead of λ.
If A1 and A2 are L
p operator algebras, we can choose measure spaces (X1,B1, µ1)
and (X2,B2, µ2), and isometric representations (in the sense of Definition 1.17 be-
low)
pi1 : A1 → L(L
p(X1, µ1)) and pi2 : A2 → L(L
p(X2, µ2)).
Following Example 1.15, we can then form the Lp operator tensor product pi1(A1)⊗p
pi2(A2). In general, the resulting L
p operator tensor product can depend on the
choice of pi1 and pi2, even when p = 2. The following suggestion is due to Vern
Paulsen. Choose operator spaces E1, E2, F1, F2 on Hilbert spaces such that E1
is isometrically isomorphic to F1, such that E2 is isometrically isomorphic to F2,
but such that the spatial tensor products E1 ⊗ E2 and F1 ⊗ F2 are distinct. For
example, let H be the two dimensional Hilbert space l2({1, 2}). Take E2 and F2
to be the column Hilbert space Hc and the row Hilbert space Hr associated to H
(1.2.23 of [3]). Take E1 = F1 = M2 = L(H). Then M2(E2) ∼= M2 ⊗ E2 and
M2(F2) ∼= M2 ⊗ F2 by 1.5.2 of [3]. There are x, y ∈ M2, such as x = e1,1 and
y = e1,2, for which ‖x
∗x+ y∗y‖ 6= ‖xx∗+ yy∗‖. Using 1.2.5 and 1.2.24 of [3], we see
that the map M2 ⊗ E2 →M2 ⊗ F2 is not isometric. Define
A1 =
{(
λ1 a
0 λ2
)
: a ∈ E1 and λ1, λ2 ∈ C
}
⊂ L(H ⊕H).
Similarly define A2, B1, and B2 using E2, F1, and F2 in place of E1. Then A1 is
isometrically isomorphic to B1 and A2 is isometrically isomorphic to B2, but the
obvious map A1⊗algA2 → B1⊗algB2 does not extend to an isometric isomorphism
of these algebras on (H⊕H)⊗(H⊕H). It is an isomorphism by finite dimensionality,
but using l2 in place of H will give an example for which the obvious map does not
extend to an isomorphism of the closures.
This can’t happen for C*-algebras, as pointed out by Narutaka Ozawa. An
isometric homomorphism from a C*-algebra A to L(H), for any Hilbert space H,
must be a *-homomorphism, by Proposition A.5.8 of [3].
Because of the rigidity of contractive representations of Opd (see the remark after
Lemma 7.11), it turns out that we do not need a general theory of Lp operator
tensor products. Therefore we do not develop such a theory here.
Lemma 1.16. Let p ∈ [1,∞). Let S and T be sets, and let g : S → T be an injective
function. Let (X,B, µ) be a measure space, and let A ⊂ L(Lp(X,µ)) be a closed
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subalgebra. Then there is a unique isometric homomorphism γg,A : M
p
S ⊗p A →
M
p
T ⊗p A such that γg,A(ej,k ⊗ a) = eg(j), g(k) ⊗ a for all j, k ∈ S and all a ∈ A. Its
range is M
p
g(S) ⊗p A. The assignment g 7→ γg is functorial.
We do not claim functoriality in A, because the norm on M
p
S ⊗p A in general
depends on how A is represented.
The proof avoids possible issues with the product of µ and counting measure
on S by making serious use of it only on finite subsets of S.
Proof of Lemma 1.16. RegardMpS⊗algA andM
p
T ⊗algA as subalgebras ofM
p
S⊗pA
and M
p
T ⊗p A, with the restricted norms. By definition, they are dense. There
is an obvious algebra homomorphism γ
(0)
g,A : M
p
S ⊗alg A → M
p
T ⊗alg A such that
γ
(0)
g,A(ej,k ⊗ a) = eg(j), g(k) ⊗ a for all j, k ∈ S and all a ∈ A, which is is functorial
in g. The closure of its range is obviously M
p
g(S) ⊗p A. The proof is therefore
completed by showing that γ
(0)
g,A is isometric and extending by continuity.
It suffices to show that, for any finite set F ⊂ S, the restriction of γ
(0)
g,A to
MpF ⊗alg A is isometric. Thus, we may as well assume that S is finite. Let νS
and νT be counting measure on S and T, with all subsets taken to be measurable,
and equip S × X and T × X with the product σ-algebras and measures. Equip
g(S) × X ⊂ T × X with the restricted σ-algebra and measure. We then have a
bijection h = g× idX from S×X to g(S)×X which preserves measurable sets and
the measure. The map h induces is an isometric bijection
ϕ : L
(
Lp(S ×X, νS × µ)
)
→ L
(
Lp(g(S)×X, νT × µ)
)
.
Let f ∈ L
(
Lp(T ×X, νT × µ)
)
be multiplication by the characteristic function of
g(S)×X. Then there is an obvious isometric identification
L
(
Lp(g(S)×X, νT × µ)
)
= fL
(
Lp(T ×X, νT × µ)
)
f,
and thus an isometric inclusion
ι : L
(
Lp(g(S)×X, νT × µ)
)
→ L
(
Lp(T ×X, νT × µ)
)
.
The restriction of ι ◦ ϕ to MpS ⊗alg A agrees with γ
(0)
g,A. So γ
(0)
g,A is isometric, as
desired. 
There are many other examples of Lp operator algebras. We will see a few later,
namely Lp operator crossed products.
Definition 1.17. Let p ∈ [1,∞], and let A be an Lp operator algebra.
(1) A representation of A (on Lp(X,µ)) is a continuous homomorphism pi : A→
L(Lp(X,µ)) for some measure space (X,B, µ).
(2) The representation pi is said to be contractive if ‖pi(a)‖ ≤ ‖a‖ for all a ∈ A,
and isometric if ‖pi(a)‖ = ‖a‖ for all a ∈ A.
(3) If p 6= ∞, we say that the representation pi : A → L(Lp(X,µ)) is separable
if Lp(X,µ) is separable, and that A is separably representable if it has a
separable isometric representation.
(4) We say that pi is σ-finite if µ is σ-finite, and that A is σ-finitely representable
if it has a σ-finite isometric representation.
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(5) We say that pi is nondegenerate if
pi(A)E = span
({
pi(a)ξ : a ∈ A and ξ ∈ E
})
is dense in E. We say that A is nondegenerately (separably) representable if
it has a nondegenerate (separable) isometric representation, and nondegen-
erately σ-finitely representable if it has a nondegenerate σ-finite isometric
representation.
We will only be interested in contractive representations, but it seems potentially
confusing to incorporate contractivity into the definition.
Remark 1.18. Let p ∈ [1,∞). The corollary to Theorem 3 in Section 15 of [13] im-
plies that any separable Lp space is isometrically isomorphic to a σ-finite Lp space.
So separably (nondegenerately) representable implies σ-finitely (nondegenerately)
representable.
We do not require representations to be unital, even when the algebra is unital.
But a nonunital representation of a unital algebra is necessarily degenerate.
Example 1.19. Use the notation of Example 1.2. Take S = {1, 2}, so that the
algebra there is Mp2 . Take A = C · e1,2. Then A is an L
p operator algebra which
has a separable isometric representation. We claim that A has no nondegenerate
representation on any nonzero Banach space.
Let E be a nonzero Banach space, and let pi : A → L(E) be a representation.
Then pi(e1,2)
2 = 0, so pi(e1,2)E ⊂ ker(pi(e1,2)). If pi(e1,2) 6= 0, then ker(pi(e1,2)) is
a proper closed subspace of E which contains pi(A)E, while if pi(e1,2) = 0 then
pi(A)E = 0.
Lemma 1.22 below is essentially the same as Lemma 3.5 of [21], except that we
do not assume that our direct sums are countable. We first define a version of the
disjoint union of measure spaces which is suitable for our purposes.
Definition 1.20. Let S be a set, and for j ∈ S let (Xj ,Bj , µj) be a measure
space with µj(Xj) > 0. The disjoint union
∐
j∈S(Xj ,Bj , µj) is the measure space
(X,B, µ) defined as follows. Set X =
∐
j∈S Xj . Take B to be the collection of
subsets Y ⊂ X such that Y ∩Xj ∈ Bj for all j ∈ S and such that Y ∩Xj = ∅ for
all but countably many j ∈ S or Y ∩ Xj = Xj for all but countably many j ∈ S.
Define a measure µ on X by µ(Y ) =
∑
j∈S µj(Y ∩Xj) for Y ∈ B.
Lemma 1.21. Let the notation be as in Definition 1.20. Then:
(1) (X,B, µ) =
∐
j∈S(Xj ,Bj , µj) is a measure space.
(2) If Y ⊂ X satisfies Y ∩Xj 6= ∅ for uncountably many j ∈ S, then µ(Y ) =∞.
(3) If S is countable and Lp(Xj , µj) is separable for all j ∈ S, then L
p(X,µ) is
separable.
(4) If S is countable and µj is σ-finite for all j ∈ S, then µ is σ-finite.
Proof. All parts are immediate. 
Lemma 1.22. Let p ∈ [1,∞), and let A be an Lp operator algebra. Let S be
a set. For j ∈ S let (Xj ,Bj, µj) be a measure space with µj(Xj) > 0 and let
pij : A→ L(L
p(Xj , µj)) be a contractive representation. Equip the algebraic direct
sum E0 =
⊕
j∈S L
p(Xj , µj) with the norm∥∥(ξj)j∈S∥∥ = (∑
j∈S
‖ξj‖
p
p
)1/p
,
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and let E be the completion of E0 in this norm. Set (X,B, µ) =
∐
j∈S(Xj ,Bj, µj).
Then E ∼= Lp(X,µ), and there is a unique contractive representation pi : A→ L(E)
such that
pi(a)
(
(ξj)j∈S
)
=
(
(pij(a))j∈S
)
for a ∈ A and ξj ∈ L
p(Xj , µj) for j ∈ S.
Proof. The proof is immediate. 
We can of course replace contractivity with ‖pij‖ ≤ M (with M independent
of j) in the hypothesis and ‖pi‖ ≤M in the conclusion.
Definition 1.23. The representation pi of Lemma 1.22 is called the Lp-direct sum of
the representations pij , and written pi =
⊕
j∈S pij . (We suppress p in the notation.)
Lemma 1.24. Let A be an Lp operator algebra. Then the Lp-direct sum of
nondegenerate contractive representations is nondegenerate.
Proof. Let the notation be as in Lemma 1.22. It is enough to show that if j0 ∈ S
and η = (ηj)j∈S is an element of the algebraic direct sum E0 =
⊕
j∈S L
p(Xj , µj)
such that ηj = 0 for j 6= j0, then ξ ∈ pi(A)E0. This is easily verified using elements
ξ ∈ E0 such that ξj = 0 for j 6= j0. 
We are interested in separably representable algebras for technical reasons which
will become apparent in the example to which we want to apply the theory. (See
Section 7.)
Proposition 1.25. Let p ∈ [1,∞), and let A be a separable Lp operator algebra.
Then A is separably representable. If A is nondegenerately representable, then A
is separably nondegenerately representable.
The proof is harder than for p = 2 because a closed subspace of Lp(X,µ) need
not be isomorphic to any Lp(Y, ν). Also, we don’t have anything which plays the
role of the adjoint, so invariant subspaces need not be reducing. This means that
we can’t use the most obvious form of the method of decomposing a representation
into cyclic representations.
Of course, there are nonseparable Lp operator algebras which are separably rep-
resentable, such as L(lp(Z>0)).
Proof of Proposition 1.25. By hypothesis, there is a measure space (X,B, µ) and
an isometric representation ρ : A→ L(Lp(X,µ)), nondegenerate if A is nondegener-
ately representable. Recall that Lp(X,µ) is a complex Banach lattice, in the sense
of Definition 3 in Section 1 of [13] and Definition 1 in Section 3 of [13]. The real
part consists of the real valued functions in Lp(X,µ), the order is the pointwise
almost everywhere order, and ξ ∨ η is defined by (ξ ∨ η)(x) = max(ξ(x), η(x)) for
x ∈ X. We write Re(ξ) and Im(ξ) with the obvious meanings.
We claim that for every separable subset Q ⊂ Lp(X,µ), there is a separable
closed sublattice F ⊂ Lp(X,µ) which contains Q and which is invariant in the
sense that ρ(a)F ⊂ F for all a ∈ A.
We prove the claim. Choose a countable dense subset S ⊂ A.
For any set T ⊂ Lp(X,µ), we define G(T ) ⊂ Lp(X,µ) as follows. First, let
G0(T ) consist of all functions Re(ξ), Im(ξ), and |ξ|, for ξ ∈ T or ξ = ρ(b)η with
η ∈ T and b ∈ S. Then take
G1(T ) =
{
ξ1 ∨ ξ2 ∨ · · · ∨ ξn : n ∈ Z>0 and ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn ∈ G0(T )
}
.
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Finally, take G(T ) to be the Q[i]-linear span of G1(T ). Note that T ⊂ G(T ), that
ρ(b)ξ ∈ G(T ) for ξ ∈ T and b ∈ S, and that if T is countable then so is G(T ).
Now let E0 be a countable dense subset ofQ and, for n ∈ Z≥0, set En+1 = G(En).
Set E =
⋃∞
n=0En and F = E. It is clear that F is a closed subspace of L
p(X,µ) and
that (by density of S in A) we have ρ(A)F ⊂ F. By continuity of the operations, if
ξ ∈ F then Re(ξ), Im(ξ), |ξ| ∈ F, and if ξ, η ∈ F are real then ξ ∨ η ∈ F. Therefore
F is a ρ-invariant closed sublattice of Lp(X,µ) which contains Q. (It is clearly the
smallest such sublattice.) It is separable because E is countable. This proves the
claim.
We next claim that if ρ is nondegenerate, then the separable invariant closed
sublattice F ⊂ Lp(X,µ) in the claim above can be chosen to also be nondegenerate.
To prove this, let F0 be a sublattice as in the previous claim. We construct by
induction separable invariant closed sublattices Fm ⊂ L
p(X,µ) such that Fm ⊂
Fm+1 and Fm ⊂ span(ρ(A)Fm+1) for all m ∈ Z≥0. Suppose we have Fm. Let
Pm be a countable dense subset of Fm and for every ξ ∈ Pm and n ∈ Z>0, use
nondegeneracy of ρ to find lξ,n ∈ Z>0, and ηξ,n,j ∈ L
p(X,µ) and aξ,n,j ∈ A for
j = 1, 2, . . . , lξ,n, such that∥∥∥∥ξ −∑lξ,nj=1pi(aξ,n,j)ηξ,n,j
∥∥∥∥
p
<
1
n
.
Set
Qm =
{
ηξ,n,j : n ∈ Z>0, ξ ∈ Pm, and j = 1, 2, . . . , lξ,n
}
,
which is a countable subset of Lp(X,µ) such that Fm ⊂ span(ρ(A)Qm). The previ-
ous claim provides a separable invariant closed sublattice Fm+1 ⊂ L
p(X,µ) which
contains Fm ∪Qm. Clearly Fm ⊂ span(ρ(A)Fm+1). This completes the induction.
Set F =
⋃∞
m=0 Fm. Then F is a separable invariant closed sublattice of L
p(X,µ)
which contains Q and such that span(ρ(A)F ) = F. This proves the claim.
We now claim that for every a ∈ A and every ε > 0, there is a measure
space (Y, C, ν) such that Lp(Y, ν) is separable, and a contractive representation
pi : A→ L(Lp(Y, ν)) such that ‖pi(a)‖ > ‖a‖− ε. Moreover, if A is nondegenerately
representable, then pi may be chosen to be nondegenerate. To prove the claim,
choose ξ ∈ Lp(X,µ) such that ‖ξ‖p = 1 and ‖ρ(a)ξ‖p > ‖a‖ − ε. The claims above
provide a separable invariant closed sublattice F ⊂ Lp(X,µ) which contains ξ, and
which can be taken to satisfy span(ρ(A)F ) = F if ρ is nondegenerate. Being a
sublattice of Lp(X,µ), the space F is clearly an abstract Lp-space in the sense of
Definition 1 in Section 15 of [13]. According to Theorem 3 in Section 15 of [13],
it follows that there is a measure space (Y, C, ν) such that F is isometrically iso-
morphic to Lp(Y, ν). Thus, pi(a) = ρ(a)|F defines a contractive representation on a
separable Lp space, which is nondegenerate if ρ is nondegenerate. Since ξ ∈ F, we
have ‖pi(a)‖ > ‖a‖ − ε. This proves the claim.
Now we prove the proposition. Let S ⊂ A be a countable dense subset. For every
b ∈ S and n ∈ Z>0, choose a contractive representation pib,n : A→ L
(
Lp(Yb,n, νb,n)
)
as in the previous claim with a = b and ε = 1n . Then let pi be the L
p direct sum
(Definition 1.23) of the representations pib,n, which is a contractive representation
of A on a separable Lp space. The representation pi satisfies ‖pi(b)‖ = ‖b‖ for all
b ∈ S, and hence for all b ∈ A. If A is nondegenerately representable, then pi is
nondegenerate by Lemma 1.24. 
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2. Group actions and covariant representations
We take group actions to be as in Section 2 of [20].
Definition 2.1 (Definition 2.3 of [20]). Let B be a Banach algebra. An automor-
phism of B is a continuous linear bijection ϕ : B → B such that ϕ(ab) = ϕ(a)ϕ(b)
for all a, b ∈ B. (Continuity of ϕ−1 is automatic, by the Open Mapping Theorem.)
We call ϕ an isometric automorphism if in addition ‖ϕ(a)‖ = ‖a‖ for all a ∈ B.
We let Aut(B) denote the set of automorphisms of B.
Definition 2.2. Let A be a Banach algebra, and let G be a topological group.
An action of G on A is a homomorphism g 7→ αg from G to Aut(A) such that
for every a ∈ A, the map g 7→ αg(a) is continuous from G to A. We say that the
action is isometric if each αg is. If p ∈ [1,∞] and A is an L
p operator algebra, we
call (G,A, α) a G-Lp operator algebra, and we call it an isometric G-Lp operator
algebra if in addition α is isometric. We say (G,A, α) is separable, nondegenerately
representable, σ-finitely representable, etc., if A is, in the sense of Definition 1.17.
We will only construct crossed products by isometric actions of locally compact
groups. To avoid measure theoretic technicalities (primarily related to product
measures and Fubini’s Theorem), we mostly restrict to second countable groups
and to algebras on σ-finite Lp spaces. Since integrable functions have σ-finite
supports, we expect that, with care, these restrictions can be avoided. However, we
do not need the extra generality and therefore give the simpler proofs which work
without it.
Remark 2.3. If α : G→ Aut(A) is any action as in Definition 2.2, then (G,A, α)
is a Banach algebra dynamical system in the sense of Definition 2.10 of [9].
The action needed for the computation of K∗
(
Opd
)
will be described in Nota-
tion 7.6 below. Dual actions on Lp crossed products by abelian groups will be
constructed in Theorem 3.18 and Theorem 3.20 below. Meanwhile, we give several
other examples. Except for the first, they will not be used in the rest of this paper,
and the first one will not be used in the computation of the K-theory of Opd.
Example 2.4. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and let G be a locally
compact group which acts continuously onX. Then C0(X) is an L
p operator algebra
by Example 1.13, and the usual formula αg(f)(x) = f(g
−1x) makes (G, C0(X), α)
an isometric G-Lp operator algebra.
As an important special case, a homeomorphism h : X → X gives an isometric
action of Z on C0(X).
Example 2.5. Let p ∈ [1,∞) \ {2}, let d ∈ Z>0, and let G be the group of
isometries in the algebra Mpd of Example 1.2. It follows from Theorem 6.9 and
Lemma 6.15 of [19] that G consists of what we call complex permutation matrices,
that is, all u ∈ Md such that each row and each column of u contains exactly one
nonzero entry, and such that all nonzero entries have absolute value 1. (These are
the products of permutation matrices and diagonal matrices whose diagonal entries
have absolute value 1.)
The group G is compact, and its action on Mpd by conjugation makes M
p
d an
isometric G-Lp operator algebra.
Example 2.6. Let p ∈ [1,∞) \ {2}, let d ∈ Z>0, and let G be as in Example 2.5.
Let Opd be as in Example 1.12. Then there is an isometric action α : G→ Aut
(
Opd
)
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given as follows. Write an element g ∈ G as g =
∑d−1
k=0 λkeσ(k), k for a permutation
σ of {0, 1, . . . , d − 1} and complex numbers λ0, λ1, . . . , λd−1 of absolute value 1.
Then αg is determined by
αg(sj) = λjsσ(j) and αg(tj) = λjtσ(j).
One easily checks that these formulas define an action of G on Ld. It is isometric
for the norm on Opd, because if pi : O
p
d → L(L
p(X,µ)) is a unital representation
such that pi|Ld is spatial in the sense of Definition 7.4(2) of [19], then pi ◦ αg|Ld is
easily seen to be spatial. Continuity of the action follows from continuity on the
generators via a standard ε3 argument.
Of course, individual automorphisms αg generate isometric actions of Z.
Our definitions of crossed products follow the general framework of [9]. The
following definition is the analog in our situation (restricting to representations on
Lp spaces) of Definition 2.12 of [9].
Definition 2.7. Let p ∈ [1,∞], let G be a topological group, and let (G,A, α)
be a G-Lp operator algebra. Let (X,B, µ) be a measure space. Then a covariant
representation of (G,A, α) on Lp(X,µ) is a pair (v, pi) consisting of a representation
g 7→ vg from G to the invertible operators on L
p(X,µ) such that g 7→ vgξ is contin-
uous for all ξ ∈ Lp(X,µ), and a representation pi : A → L(Lp(X,µ)), such that, in
addition, the following covariance condition is satisfied: pi(αg(a)) = vgpi(a)v
−1
g for
all g ∈ G and a ∈ A.
A covariant representation (v, pi) of (G,A, α) is contractive if ‖vg‖ ≤ 1 for all
g ∈ G and also pi is contractive. It is isometric if in addition pi is isometric. It is
separable, σ-finite, or nondegenerate if pi has the corresponding property.
If (v, pi) is contractive, then necessarily vg is an isometric bijection for all g ∈ G.
Remark 2.8. Let p ∈ [1,∞], let G be a locally compact group, and let (G,A, α)
be an isometric G-Lp operator algebra. Then the class of all contractive covariant
representations is uniformly bounded in the sense of Definition 3.1 of [9].
For isometric actions of locally compact groups, we show that covariant repre-
sentations exist by constructing regular covariant representations. We need some
preparation.
Remark 2.9. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a locally compact group with left Haar
measure ν, and let (X,B, µ) be a measure space. Following Remark 1.14, we may
identify the space Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
of compactly supported continuous functions
from G to Lp(X,µ) with a dense subspace of Lp(G × X, ν × µ). Indeed, using
Remark 1.14, this follows because the subspace contains all η ⊗ ξ with η ∈ Cc(G)
and ξ ∈ Lp(X,µ), and Cc(G) is dense in L
p(G, ν).
Remark 2.10. Let p ∈ [1,∞), and let G be a countable discrete group with
counting measure ν. For any Banach space E, let lp(G,E) be the Banach space of
all functions ξ : G→ E such that the norm
‖ξ‖p =
(∑
g∈G
‖ξ(g)‖p
)1/p
is finite. If now (X,B, µ) is a measure space and E = Lp(X,µ), then for ξ ∈ lp(G,E)
we get a function T (ξ) on G×X, given by T (ξ)(g, x) = ξ(g)(x). One easily checks
that T is an isometric isomorphism from lp
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
to Lp(G×X, ν × µ). We
therefore identify these spaces.
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Lemma 2.11. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a locally compact group with left Haar
measure ν, and let (G,A, α) be an isometric G-Lp operator algebra. Let (X,B, µ)
be a measure space, and let pi0 : A→ L(L
p(X,µ)) be a contractive representation.
Then:
(1) There exists a unique representation v of G on Lp(G×X, ν ×µ) such that
vg(ξ)(h, x) = ξ(g
−1h, x) for g, h ∈ G, ξ ∈ Lp(G×X, ν × µ), and x ∈ X.
(2) The representation v is isometric.
(3) There is a unique representation pi of A on Lp(G×X, ν × µ) such that for
a ∈ A, h ∈ G, and ξ ∈ Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
⊂ Lp(G×X, ν × µ)
(see Remark 2.9), we have
(2.1)
(
pi(a)ξ
)
(h) = pi0(α
−1
h (a))
(
ξ(h)
)
.
(4) The representation pi is contractive.
(5) Suppose G is discrete and countable. For any ξ ∈ Lp(G × X, ν × µ),
represented, following Remark 2.10, as an element of lp(G, Lp(X,µ)), the
formula (2.1) holds.
(6) The pair (v, pi) is covariant.
(7) If pi0 is nondegenerate then pi is nondegenerate.
(8) If G is second countable and µ is σ-finite, then ν × µ is σ-finite.
(9) If G is second countable and Lp(X,µ) is separable, then Lp(G×X, ν × µ)
is separable.
Proof. Uniqueness of v is clear. Now let g 7→ ug be the usual left regular repre-
sentation of G on Lp(G). Existence and contractivity of v follow from the tensor
product decomposition
Lp(G×X, ν × µ) = Lp(G, ν)⊗p L
p(X,µ)
as in Remark 1.14, which gives vg = ug ⊗ 1 for g ∈ G.
We now consider pi. It is clear that for a ∈ A, the formula (2.1) gives a well
defined map
T (a) : Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
→ Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
.
Since pi0 and α
−1
h are contractive, one readily checks that ‖T (a)ξ‖p ≤ ‖a‖ · ‖ξ‖p
for a ∈ A and ξ ∈ Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
. Moreover, Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
is dense in Lp(G×
X, ν×µ) by Remark 2.9. Therefore T (a) has a unique extension to a linear operator
pi(a) on Lp(G × X, ν × µ) with ‖pi(a)‖ = ‖T (a)‖ ≤ ‖a‖. One checks that pi is a
representation by considering its action on Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
. This proves existence,
uniqueness, and contractivity of pi.
For part (5), one checks that when G is discrete, the formula (2.1) gives a well
defined bounded operator S(a) on Lp(G × X, ν × µ) which agrees with T (a) on
Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
. Therefore S(a) = pi(a).
Covariance can be checked by comparing values on elements of Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
.
We prove part (7). It suffices to show that the linear span of the ranges of the
maps T (a), for a ∈ A, is dense in Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
in the norm on Lp(G×X, ν×µ).
So let ξ ∈ Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
and let ε > 0. Choose a compact set K ⊂ G such that
supp(ξ) ⊂ int(K). Set
ε0 =
ε
3ν(K)1/p + 1
.
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Since pi0 is nondegenerate, for g ∈ G there are
l(g) ∈ Z>0, ηg,1, ηg,2, . . . , ηg,l(g) ∈ L
p(X,µ), and ag,1, ag,2, . . . , ag,l(g) ∈ A
such that ∥∥∥∥ξ(g)−∑l(g)j=1pi0(ag,j)ξg,j
∥∥∥∥
p
< ε0.
Choose an open set U(g) ⊂ G containing g such that for h ∈ U(G) we have
‖ξ(h)− ξ(g)‖ < ε0 and∥∥(pi0 ◦ αh−1g)(ag,j)ηg,j − pi0(ag,j)ξg,j∥∥p < ε0l(g)
for j = 1, 2, . . . , l(g). For any h ∈ U(g), we then get∥∥∥∥ξ(h)−∑l(g)j=1pi0(α−1h (αg(ag,j)))ηg,j
∥∥∥∥
p
< 3ε0.
Choose elements g1, g2, . . . , gn ∈ G and continuous functions f1, f2, . . . , fn : G→
[0, 1] with compact supports supp(fk) ⊂ U(gk) ∩ int(K) such that
∑n
k=1 fk(g) = 1
for all g ∈ supp(ξ) and such that
∑n
k=1 fk(g) ∈ [0, 1] for all g ∈ G. For k =
1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . , l(gk), define λj,k ∈ Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
by λj,k(g) =
fk(g)ηgk,j and define ξk ∈ Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
by ξk(g) = fk(g)ξ(g). Then ξ =∑n
k=1 ξk. Therefore∥∥∥∥ξ −∑nk=1∑l(g)j=1pi(αgk(agk,j))λj,k
∥∥∥∥p
p
=
∫
G
∥∥∥∥∑nk=1fk(h)
[
ξ(h)−
∑l(g)
j=1
pi0
(
α−1h (αgk(agk,j))
)
ηgk,j
]∥∥∥∥p dν(h)
≤
∫
G
[∑n
k=1
fk(h)
∥∥∥∥ξ(h)−∑l(g)j=1pi0(α−1h (αgk(agk,j)))ηgk,j
∥∥∥∥]p dν(h)
≤
∫
G
(∑n
k=1
fk(h) · 3ε0
)p
dν(h) ≤ 3pεp0ν(K).
So ∥∥∥∥ξ −∑nk=1∑l(g)j=1pi(αgk (agk,j))λj,k
∥∥∥∥
p
≤ 3ε0ν(K)
1/p < ε.
This completes the proof that pi is nondegenerate.
Part (8) and part (9) are well known. 
In Lemma 2.11, we at least need supg∈G ‖αg‖ to be finite. Otherwise, the densely
defined operators T (a) in the proof might not be bounded.
Definition 2.12. Let the notation be as in Lemma 2.11. The covariant represen-
tation (v, pi) is called the regular covariant representation of (G,A, α) associated
to pi0. We refer to any representation obtained this way as a regular contractive
covariant representation. We call it separable, σ-finite, or nondegenerate if the
original representation pi0 has the corresponding property.
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3. Crossed products of Lp operator algebras
We present a rudimentary theory of crossed products of algebras of bounded
operators on Lp spaces by isometric actions of countable discrete groups. Our
intended purpose is the computation of the K-theory of Cuntz algebras on Lp spaces,
by realizing them as crossed products by actions of Z. For the initial part of the
theory, however, there is no extra work in allowing an arbitrary second countable
locally compact group, and we therefore work in that generality.
As mentioned in the introduction to Section 1, the completely isometric version of
the theory may well be at least as important. One can copy everything done here in
that context. For example, in Definition 3.3, one would use completely contractive
representations instead of contractive representations. In fact, though, the resulting
theory is essentially a special case of the theory we develop here and in the next
section. LetM
p
Z>0
be as in Example 1.6. Let η be counting measure on Z>0. Let the
spatial Lp operator tensor product be as in Example 1.15. Let A ⊂ L(Lp(X,µ)) be
a norm closed subalgebra. Then a representation pi : A→ L(Lp(Y, ν)) is completely
contractive if and only if the map
idMp
Z>0
⊗ pi : M
p
Z>0
⊗alg A→ L
(
Lp(Z>0 × Y, η × ν)
)
extends to a contractive homomorphism defined onM
p
Z>0
⊗pA, an action of G on A
is completely isometric if and only if it induces an isometric action on M
p
Z>0
⊗p A,
etc. So one can simply form the full or reduced crossed product, as constructed
here, by the action on M
p
Z>0
⊗p A, and cut down by e1,1 ⊗ 1.
Notation 3.1. Let A be a Banach algebra, let G be a locally compact group with
left Haar measure ν, and let α : G → Aut(A) be an action of G on A. We let
Cc(G,A, α) be the vector space of all compactly supported continuous functions
from G to A, made into an algebra over C with the convolution product
(ab)(g) =
∫
G
a(h)αh(b(h
−1g)) dν(h)
for a, b ∈ Cc(G,A, α) and g ∈ G, as at the beginning of Section 3 of [9], or as at
the beginning of Section 2.3 of [33].
If (v, pi) is a covariant representation of (G,A, α) on a Banach space E in the
general sense of Definition 2.12 of [9], then we denote by v ⋉ pi the representation
of Cc(G,A, α) defined in equation 3.2 of [9] (called pi ⋊ v there), given by
(v ⋉ pi)(a)ξ =
∫
G
pi(a(g))vgξ dν(g)
for a ∈ Cc(G,A, α) and ξ ∈ E. The integral is defined by duality, as in Theorem 2.17
and Proposition 2.19 of [9]: for all ω in the dual space E′ of E, we require that
(3.1) ω
(
(v ⋉ pi)(a)ξ
)
=
∫
G
ω
(
pi(a(g))vgξ
)
dν(g).
In particular, we use the notation v ⋉ pi when (v, pi) is a covariant representation
in the sense of Definition 2.7.
Remark 3.2. Let p ∈ [1,∞), and let the notation be as in Lemma 2.11. Assume
that µ is σ-finite. Then a computation shows that for
ξ ∈ Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
⊂ Lp(G×X, ν × µ)
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(following Remark 2.9) and for a ∈ Cc(G,A, α), we have(
(v ⋉ pi)(a)ξ
)
(g) =
∫
G
pi0
(
α−1g (a(h))
)(
ξ(h−1g)
)
dν(h).
If p ∈ (1,∞), we claim that this integral is uniquely determined by the following
requirement. Let ω : G→ Lp(X,µ)′ be an arbitrary continuous function with com-
pact support. Then ω determines a continuous linear functional on Lp(G×X, ν×µ),
whose value on an element η ∈ Cc(G,A, α) is given by
∫
G ω(g)(η(g)) dν(g). The re-
quirement is then that the value of this functional on (v ⋉ pi)(a)ξ be∫
G
ω(g)
([
(v ⋉ pi)(a)ξ
]
(g)
)
dν(g)(3.2)
=
∫
G×G
ω(g)
(
pi0
(
α−1g (a(h))
)(
ξ(h−1g)
))
dν(h)dν(g).
(To see that these values determine (v ⋉ pi)(a)ξ, let q ∈ (1,∞) be the conjugate
exponent, that is, 1p +
1
q = 1. Apply Remark 2.9 to L
q(G × X, ν × µ). Conclude
that the set of such linear functionals is dense in Lp(G×X, ν × µ)′.)
At this point, we must make a choice: do we require covariant representations
to be nondegenerate? For C* crossed products, both versions are used. For ex-
ample, nondegeneracy is required in 7.6.5 of [16], but not in Lemma 2.27 of [33].
Lemma 2.31 of [33] shows that one gets the same crossed product either way. In
our context, with no analog of selfadjointness, Lp operator algebras need not even
be nondegenerately representable. (See Example 1.19.) Even if the algebra has an
approximate identity, we have not determined whether one gets the same crossed
product with the two choices. We require nondegeneracy because we want represen-
tations of unital algebras to be unital, an outcome which is forced by nondegeneracy.
Definition 3.3. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a second countable locally compact group,
and let (G,A, α) be an isometric G-Lp operator algebra which is nondegenerately σ-
finitely representable (Definition 1.17(5)). We define two crossed products following
Definition 3.2 of [9] (justified in Lemma 3.4 below), but with different choices of
the family R of covariant representations which appears there:
(1) We let F p(G,A, α) be the crossed product obtained by taking R to be
the family Rp(G,A, α) of all nondegenerate σ-finite contractive covariant
representations. We call it the full Lp operator crossed product of (G,A, α).
(2) We let F pr (G,A, α) be the crossed product obtained by taking R to be the
familyRpr (G,A, α) of all regular covariant representations coming from non-
degenerate σ-finite contractive representations of A. We call it the reduced
Lp operator crossed product of (G,A, α).
Lemma 3.4. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a second countable locally compact group,
and let (G,A, α) be a nondegenerately σ-finitely representable isometric G-Lp op-
erator algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Then the crossed products
F p(G,A, α) and F pr (G,A, α) of Definition 3.3 exist as in Definition 3.2 of [9].
Proof. We must show that Rp(G,A, α) and Rpr (G,A, α) are uniformly bounded in
the sense of Definition 3.1 of [9], and are nonempty. Uniform boundedness is obvi-
ous. (In the notation of [9], take C = 1 and ν(g) = 1 for all g ∈ G.) Lemma 2.11
shows that Rpr (G,A, α) 6= ∅. Then R
p(G,A, α) 6= ∅ because Rpr (G,A, α) ⊂
Rp(G,A, α). 
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Here is what happens for C*-algebras. We are grateful to David Blecher for
pointing out the reference [3].
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a locally compact group, let A be a C*-algebra, and
let α : G → Aut(A) be an isometric action. Then A is nondegenerately σ-finitely
representable and αg is a *-automorphism for all g ∈ G. Moreover, if G is second
countable, then F 2(G,A, α) = C∗(G,A, α) and F 2r (G,A, α) = C
∗
r (G,A, α).
Proof. To prove that A is nondegenerately σ-finitely representable, we need to
know that there are arbitrarily large Hilbert spaces of the form L2(X,µ) for σ-
finite measures µ. For a sufficiently large set S, take X = [0, 1]S and take µ to
be the product of copies of Lebesgue measure. By Proposition A.5.8 of [3], every
contractive representation of A on a Hilbert space is necessarily a *-homomorphism.
It follows immediately that αg is a *-automorphism for all g ∈ G, and, if G is second
countable, that F pr (G,A, α) = C
∗
r (G,A, α). To get F
p(G,A, α) = C∗(G,A, α), we
also need the well known fact that every isometric bijection on a Hilbert space is
unitary. 
The following two theorems state parts of the universal properties of our two
crossed products.
Theorem 3.6. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a second countable locally compact group,
and let (G,A, α) be a nondegenerately σ-finitely representable isometric G-Lp op-
erator algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.)
(1) There is a homomorphism
ι : Cc(G,A, α)→ F
p(G,A, α)
such that whenever (X,B, µ) is a σ-finite measure space and (v, pi) is a non-
degenerate contractive covariant representation of (G,A, α) on Lp(X,µ),
there is a unique contractive representation ρv,pi : F
p(G,A, α)→ L(Lp(X,µ))
such that ρv,pi ◦ ι = v ⋉ pi.
(2) For every a ∈ F p(G,A, α), we have
‖a‖ = sup
({
‖ρv,pi(a)‖ : (v, pi) is a nondegenerate σ-finite
contractive covariant representation of (G,A, α)
})
.
(3) The homomorphism ι of (1) has dense range.
Proof. Let Rp(G,A, α) be as in Definition 3.3(1), and abbreviate it to R. The map
we call ι comes from Definition 3.2 of [9], in which the crossed product is defined
to be a certain Hausdorff completion of Cc(G,A, α), and Lemma 3.4. (This map
is called qR in the discussion after Remark 3.3 of [9].) By construction, it has
dense range. Existence of ρv,pi follows from the discussion after Remark 3.3 of [9].
Uniqueness is clear from the fact that ι has dense range. Part (2) follows from
Proposition 3.4 of [9]. 
Theorem 3.7. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a second countable locally compact group,
and let (G,A, α) be an isometric G-Lp operator algebra which is nondegenerately
σ-finitely representable (Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17).
(1) There is a homomorphism
ιr : Cc(G,A, α)→ F
p
r (G,A, α)
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such that whenever (X,B, µ) is a σ-finite measure space and (v, pi) is a
contractive regular covariant representation of (G,A, α) on Lp(X,µ), there
is a unique contractive representation ρv,pi : F
p
r (G,A, α) → L(L
p(X,µ))
such that ρv,pi ◦ ιr = v ⋉ pi.
(2) For every a ∈ F pr (G,A, α), we have
‖a‖ = sup
({
‖ρv,pi(a)‖ : (v, pi) is a nondegenerate σ-finite
contractive regular covariant representation of (G,A, α)
})
.
(3) The homomorphism ιr of (1) has dense range.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 3.6. 
Definition 3.8. We refer to the representations ρv,pi in Theorem 3.6 and Theo-
rem 3.7 as the representations induced by the covariant representation (v, pi). When
no confusion can arise, we also denote them by v ⋉ pi. If (v, pi) is a regular covari-
ant representation, we refer to v ⋉ pi, as a representation of any of Cc(G,A, α),
F p(G,A, α), and F pr (G,A, α), as a regular representation of the appropriate alge-
bra. A contractive regular representation is a regular representation for which the
original representation of A is contractive.
It is clear that separability and σ-finiteness of v ⋉ pi are the same as the cor-
responding properties of pi. If (v, pi) is a regular covariant representation, derived
from a representation pi0 of A, then, by Lemma 2.11, they are the same as the
corresponding properties for pi0.
Lemma 3.9. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a second countable locally compact group,
and let (G,A, α) be a nondegenerately σ-finitely representable isometric G-Lp op-
erator algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.)
(1) Let (v, pi) be a covariant representation of (G,A, α) in which pi is nonde-
generate. Then v ⋉ pi is nondegenerate.
(2) Let pi0 be a nondegenerate representation of A, and let (v, pi) be the asso-
ciated regular covariant representation of (G,A, α). If pi0 is nondegenerate,
then v ⋉ pi is nondegenerate.
Proof. Part (1) follows from Proposition 5.5(i) of [9]. Part (2) follows from part (1)
and Lemma 2.11(7). 
Under additional hypotheses, there is a converse to Lemma 3.9(1); see Proposi-
tion 5.5(i) of [9]. There is also, again under additional hypotheses, an analog of the
statement for C*-algebras that every nondegenerate representation of F p(G,A, α)
comes from a nondegenerate covariant representation of (G,A, α), and a related
statement for F pr (G,A, α). See Theorem 8.1 and Theorem 9.1 of [9]. We do not
reformulate these results for our situation here.
We also find it convenient to use the L1 crossed product. (As far as we know,
in general this crossed product need not be the same as either of the L1 operator
crossed products. However, for the special case A = C, it agrees with both the
L1 operator crossed products. See Proposition 3.14 below.)
Notation 3.10. Let A be a Banach algebra, let G be a locally compact group with
left Haar measure ν, and let α : G→ Aut(A) be an isometric action of G on A. Then
L1(G,A, α) denotes the convolution algebra consisting of all L1 functions from G
to A.
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The space L1(G,A, α) is as defined in the discussion on page 630 of [31], taking
σ(g) = 1 for all g ∈ G. The proof that it is a Banach algebra under convolution
follows from the estimates in the proof of Theorem 2.2.6 of [31]. Alternatively, see
Appendix B of [33], and note that everything there not involving the * operation
goes through for an isometric action of G on a Banach algebra. The important
point is that L1(G,A, α) is the completion of Cc(G,A, α) in the norm ‖a‖1 =∫
G ‖a(g)‖ dν(g). A third source, with a detailed proof, is Proposition IV.1.5 of [12].
(See Lemma IV.1.1 and Definition IV.1.4 of [12] for the notation. Actions are
assumed isometric; see Definition I.2.2 of [11].)
The following proposition and its corollary will not be used. They are included
to show one way in which Lp operator crossed products are well behaved.
Proposition 3.11. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a locally compact group with left Haar
measure ν, and let (G,A, α) be an isometric G-Lp operator algebra. Let (X,B, µ)
be a measure space, let pi0 : A → L(L
p(X,µ)) be an injective representation, and
let (v, pi) be the associated regular representation, as in Definition 2.12. Then the
map v ⋉ pi : Cc(G,A, α)→ L
(
Lp(G×X, ν × µ)
)
of Notation 3.1 is injective.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 2.26 of [33]. (However, we
avoid the initial translation simplification there, since we don’t need the properties
of the translation map for anything else.)
Thus, let a ∈ Cc(G,A, α) be nonzero. Choose g0 ∈ G such that a(g0) 6= 0. Then(
pi0 ◦ α
−1
g0
)
(a(g0)) 6= 0. Choose ξ0 ∈ L
p(X,µ) and ω0 ∈ L
p(X,µ)′ such that
ω0
((
pi0 ◦ α
−1
g0
)
(a(g0))ξ0
)
6= 0.
Define a continuous function c : G×G→ C by
c(g, h) = ω0
((
pi0 ◦ α
−1
g
)
(a(h))ξ0
)
for g, h ∈ G. Then c(g0, g0) 6= 0. Therefore there is an open set U ⊂ G such that
g0 ∈ U and such that for all g, h ∈ U, we have |c(g, h) − c(g0, g0)| <
1
2 |c(g0, g0)|.
Choose an open set W ⊂ G such that 1 ∈W and W 2 ⊂ U−1g0. Choose f ∈ Cc(G)
such that f ≥ 0, supp(f) ⊂ W, and f(1) > 0. Let ξ ∈ Lp(G × X, ν × µ) be
given by the function g 7→ f(g)ξ0 from G to L
p(X,µ). Let ω ∈ Cc(G,L
p(X,µ)′)
be the function ω(g) = f(g−1g0)ω0 for g ∈ G, and identify ω with an element of
Lp(G×X, ν × µ)′ as in Remark 3.2. Set
λ =
∫
G×G
f(g−1g0)f(h
−1g) dν(h)dν(g).
Two changes of variables, first from g to g0g, then from h to g0h, show that
λ =
∫
G×G
f(g−1)f(h−1g) dν(h)dν(g),
which is clearly strictly positive.
Suppose g, h ∈ G and f(g−1g0)f(h
−1g) 6= 0. Then g−1g0 ∈ W and h
−1g ∈ W.
So
g−1g0 = g
−1g0 · 1 ∈W
2 ⊂ U−1g0 and h
−1g0 = h
−1g · g−1g0 ∈ W
2 ⊂ U−1g0.
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It follows that g, h ∈ U, so |c(g, h) − c(g0, g0)| <
1
2 |c(g0, g0)|. Using this result at
the second step, and the formula (3.2) in Remark 3.2 at the first step, we get∣∣ω((v ⋉ pi)(a)ξ) − λc(g0, g0)∣∣
≤
∫
G×G
f(g−1g0)f(h
−1g)|c(g, h)− c(g0, g0)| dν(h)dν(g) ≤
λ|c(g0, g0)|
2
.
Since λ > 0 and c(g0, g0) 6= 0, we deduce that (v ⋉ pi)(a) 6= 0. 
Corollary 3.12. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a second countable locally compact
group, and let (G,A, α) be a nondegenerately σ-finitely representable isometric
G-Lp operator algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Then the map
ι : Cc(G,A, α) → F
p(G,A, α) of Theorem 3.6(1) and the map ιr : Cc(G,A, α) →
F pr (G,A, α) of Theorem 3.7(1) are both injective.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.11 and Theorem 3.6(2) (for ι) and
Theorem 3.7(2) (for ιr). 
Lemma 3.13. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a second countable locally compact group,
and let (G,A, α) be a nondegenerately σ-finitely representable isometric G-Lp op-
erator algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Let ι : Cc(G,A, α) →
F p(G,A, α) be as in Theorem 3.6(1) and let ιr : Cc(G,A, α) → F
p
r (G,A, α) be as
in Theorem 3.7(1). Then there are unique continuous homomorphisms
κ : L1(G,A, α)→ F p(G,A, α) and κr : F
p(G,A, α)→ F pr (G,A, α)
such that κ|Cc(G,A,α) = ι and κr ◦ ι = ιr. Moreover, κ and κr are contractive and
have dense ranges.
Proof. Once everything else is done, the statements about uniqueness and dense
ranges follow from Theorem 3.6(3), Theorem 3.7(3), and density of Cc(G,A, α) in
L1(G,A, α). The remaining assertions about κr are immediate from Theorem 3.6(2)
and Theorem 3.7(2), because every contractive regular covariant representation is
a contractive covariant representation.
It remains to prove that κ exists and is contractive. By Theorem 3.6(2), it
suffices to show that if (X,B, µ) is a measure space, (v, pi) is a contractive covariant
representation of (G,A, α) on Lp(X,µ), and a ∈ Cc(G,A, α), then ‖(v ⋉ pi)(a)‖ ≤
‖a‖1. We let ξ ∈ L
p(X,µ) and ω ∈ Lp(X,µ)′, and use (3.1) in Notation 3.1. Since
pi and v are contractive, we get∣∣ω((v ⋉ pi)(a)ξ)∣∣ ≤ ∫
G
∣∣ω(pi(a(g))vgξ)∣∣ dν(g) ≤ ‖ω‖ · ‖a‖1 · ‖ξ‖.
The required estimate follows. 
When p = 2 and A is a C*-algebra, the map κr : C
∗(G,A, α) → C∗r (G,A, α)
is always surjective (this follows from Theorem 1.5.7 of [16]), and is an isometric
isomorphism if G is amenable (Theorem 7.7.7 of [16]). Moreover, for A = C, if κr
is an isomorphism, then G is amenable. (See Theorem 7.3.9 of [16].) We have not
investigated whether any of these facts carries over to Lp operator crossed products
for p 6= 2, except for some very special cases. We will see in Remark 4.7 below that
if G is finite then κr is bijective. Also, the case p = 1 is apparently special, at least
when considering the Lp operator group algebras, which we denote by F p(G) and
F pr (G).
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Proposition 3.14. Let G be any second countable locally compact group. Then
the maps
κ : L1(G)→ F 1(G) and κr : F
1(G)→ F 1r (G)
of Lemma 3.13 are isometric isomorphisms of Banach algebras.
Proof. By Lemma 3.13, it suffices to prove that ‖(κr◦κ)(a)‖ ≥ ‖a‖ for all a ∈ L
1(G).
For this, by Theorem 3.7(2) it suffices to find one representation pi of C on an
L1 space L1(X,µ) such that, if (v, pi) is the associated regular representation, as in
Definition 2.12, then the map v ⋉ pi has the property that ‖(v ⋉ pi)(a)‖ ≥ ‖a‖. We
takeX to be a one point space and µ to be counting measure. Then v⋉pi : L1(G)→
L(L1(G)) sends a ∈ L1(G) to left convolution by a. This operator has norm ‖a‖
because L1(G) has an approximate identity consisting of elements of norm 1. 
In particular, the map κr : F
1(G) → F 1r (G) is an isomorphism regardless of
whether G is amenable.
In the rest of this section, we define the dual action on an Lp operator crossed
product (both full and reduced) when the group is abelian. We use the dual action
for the case G = Z in Section 6 to obtain properties of a smooth subalgebra of the
crossed product.
Definition 3.15. Let A be a Banach algebra, let G be a locally compact abelian
group, and let α : G→ Aut(A) be an action of G on A. For τ ∈ Ĝ, we define
α̂τ : Cc(G,A, α)→ Cc(G,A, α)
by
α̂τ (a)(g) = τ(g)a(g)
for a ∈ Cc(G,A, α) and g ∈ G. The map τ 7→ α̂τ is called the dual action of Ĝ on
Cc(G,A, α).
The choice τ(g) rather than τ(g) seems to be more common. It agrees with the
convention in [32] (see the beginning of Section 3 there) and [33] (see the beginning
of Section 7.1 there), but disagrees with the convention in [16] (see Proposition
7.8.3 there).
Lemma 3.16. In the situation of Definition 3.15, the map τ 7→ α̂τ is a homomor-
phism from Ĝ to the group of algebraic automorphisms of Cc(G,A, α).
Proof. This is a well known computation. 
Theorem 3.17. Let A be a Banach algebra, let G be a locally compact abelian
group, and let α : G→ Aut(A) be a isometric action of G on A. Then there exists
a unique continuous isometric action, also called τ 7→ α̂τ , of Ĝ on L
1(G,A, α) such
that the inclusion of Cc(G,A, α) in L
1(G,A, α) is equivariant.
Proof. When α is isometric, it is easy to see that for all a ∈ Cc(G,A, α) we have
‖α̂τ (a)‖1 = ‖a‖1. Therefore τ 7→ α̂τ extends uniquely to a group homomorphism
from Ĝ to the isometric automorphisms of L1(G,A, α). One checks that if a ∈
Cc(G,A, α) then τ 7→ α̂τ (a) is continuous in ‖ · ‖1. Since α̂τ is isometric for all
τ ∈ Ĝ, a standard ε3 argument shows that τ 7→ α̂τ (a) is continuous for all a ∈
L1(G,A, α). 
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Theorem 3.18. Let p ∈ [1,∞), letG be a second countable locally compact abelian
group, and let (G,A, α) be a nondegenerately σ-finitely representable isometric G-
Lp operator algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Then there exists a
unique continuous isometric action, also called τ 7→ α̂τ , of Ĝ on F
p(G,A, α) such
that the inclusion ι : Cc(G,A, α)→ F
p(G,A, α) is equivariant.
Proof. For a Banach space E, a representation v of G on E, and τ ∈ Ĝ, we define
a representation τv : G → L(E) by (τv)g = τ(g)vg for g ∈ G. If (v, pi) is a nonde-
generate σ-finite contractive covariant representation of (G,A, α), then one easily
checks that (τv, pi) is too. Since τ(τv) = v, the map (v, pi)→ (τv, pi) is a bijection
on the collection of nondegenerate σ-finite contractive covariant representations of
(G,A, α) on spaces of the form Lp(X,µ). One checks that
(τv ⋉ pi)(a) = (v ⋉ pi)
(
α̂τ (a)
)
for all a ∈ Cc(G,A, α). It now follows from Theorem 3.6(2) that ‖ι
(
α̂τ (a)
)
‖ =
‖ι(a)‖ for all a ∈ Cc(G,A, α). By Theorem 3.6(3), α̂τ extends to an isometric
endomorphism of F p(G,A, α). These endomorphisms are easily seen to be an action
of Ĝ on F p(G,A, α); in particular, they are automorphisms. Since κ : L1(G,A, α)→
F p(G,A, α) is contractive, it follows from Theorem 3.17 that for a ∈ L1(G,A, α),
the map τ 7→ α̂τ (ι(a)) ∈ F
p(G,A, α) is continuous. Since α̂τ is isometric for all
τ ∈ Ĝ, continuity of τ 7→ α̂τ (b) for all b ∈ F
p(G,A, α) follows from density of the
range of ι by a standard ε3 argument. 
For the dual action on the reduced crossed product, we need a lemma.
Lemma 3.19. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a second countable locally compact group,
and let (G,A, α) be a separable nondegenerately representable isometric G-Lp oper-
ator algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Then there exists a σ-finite
measure space (X,B, µ) and a nondegenerate isometric representation pi0 : A →
L(Lp(X,µ)) such that, with (v, pi) being the associated regular covariant represen-
tation, the representation v ⋉ pi is nondegenerate and isometric on F pr (G,A, α).
Proof. Since G is second countable and A is separable, it is easily checked that
F pr (G,A, α) is separable. Let S ⊂ F
p
r (G,A, α) be a countable dense subset.
For ε > 0 and b ∈ F pr (G,A, α), use Theorem 3.7(2) to choose a σ-finite measure
space (Xb,ε, Bb,ε, µb,ε) and a nondegenerate contractive representation
pib,ε0 : A→ L
(
Lp(Xb,ε, µb,ε)
)
such that, with
(
vb,ε, pib,ε
)
being the associated regular covariant representation,
we have ∥∥(vb,ε ⋉ pib,ε)(b)∥∥ > ‖b‖ − ε.
Further choose a σ-finite measure space (X,B, µ) and a nondegenerate isometric
representation σ0 : A → L(L
p(X,µ)), and let (u, σ) be the associated regular co-
variant representation. Let pi0 be the L
p direct sum (Definition 1.23) of σ0 and all
pib,ε0 for ε ∈
{
1, 12 ,
1
3 , . . .
}
and b ∈ S. Then pi0 is nondegenerate (by Lemma 1.24),
isometric, and σ-finite (being a countable direct sum of σ-finite representations).
Also, if (v, pi) is the associated regular covariant representation, then v ⋉ pi is the
Lp direct sum of u⋉σ and all vb,ε⋉pib,ε for ε ∈
{
1, 12 ,
1
3 , . . .
}
and b ∈ S. These repre-
sentations are all nondegenerate by Lemma 3.9(2). Therefore v⋉pi is nondegenerate
(by Lemma 1.24), and is clearly isometric. 
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Theorem 3.20. Let p ∈ [1,∞), letG be a second countable locally compact abelian
group, and let (G,A, α) be a separable nondegenerately representable isometric G-
Lp operator algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Then there exists a
unique continuous isometric action, also called τ 7→ α̂τ , of Ĝ on F
p
r (G,A, α) such
that the inclusion ιr : Cc(G,A, α)→ F
p
r (G,A, α) is equivariant.
Proof. Let
pi0 : A→ L(L
p(X,µ)), pi : A→ L
(
Lp(G×X, ν × µ)
)
,
and
v : G→ L
(
Lp(G×X, ν × µ)
)
be as in Lemma 3.19. For τ ∈ Ĝ, define
wτ ∈ L
(
Lp(G×X, ν × µ)
)
by
(wτ ξ)(g, x) = τ(g)ξ(g, x)
for ξ ∈ Lp(G × X, ν × µ), g ∈ G, and x ∈ X. Then wτ is an isometric bijection
because it is multiplication by a function with absolute value 1. It is easy to check
that wτ commutes with pi(a) for all τ ∈ Ĝ and a ∈ A, and that wτvgw
−1
τ = τ(g)vg
for all τ ∈ Ĝ and g ∈ G.
It follows from the definition of v ⋉ pi that
wτ ((v ⋉ pi) ◦ ιr)(b)w
−1
τ = ((v ⋉ pi) ◦ ιr)
(
α̂τ (b)
)
for all τ ∈ Ĝ and b ∈ Cc(G,A, α). Clearly a 7→ wτaw
−1
τ defines an isometric action
of Ĝ (with the discrete topology) on F pr (G,A, α). The proof of continuity in the
usual topology of Ĝ is the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.17. 
4. Reduced Lp operator crossed products by countable discrete
groups
In this section, we assume that the group G is discrete and, starting with
Lemma 4.5, countable. The Haar measure ν on G will always be counting mea-
sure. We will require that A be separable, since we use Lemma 3.19. We define
a Banach conditional expectation from the reduced Lp operator crossed product
F pr (G,A, α) to A, and use it to define coordinates of elements of F
p
r (G,A, α), in a
manner similar to what is done for reduced crossed product C*-algebras.
We begin by writing the formula for a regular representation of Cc(G,A, α) in a
more convenient way.
Notation 4.1. Let A be a Banach algebra, let G be a discrete group, and let
α : G→ Aut(A) be an action of G on A. Let A˜ be the unitization of A (we do not
add a new identity if A is already unital), and identify Cc(G) with a subspace of
Cc
(
G, A˜, α
)
in the obvious way. We let ug be the characteristic function of {g}, re-
garded as an element of Cc
(
G, A˜, α
)
.We can then write an element a ∈ Cc(G,A, α)
as a finite sum a =
∑
g∈G agug (using ag rather than a(g)).
Notation 4.2. Let G be a countable set with counting measure ν, and let (X,B, µ)
be a measure space. For g ∈ G define
sg : L
p(X,µ)→ Lp(G×X, ν × µ) and tg : L
p(G×X, ν × µ)→ Lp(X,µ)
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as follows. Set
sg(η)(h) =
{
η h = g
0 h 6= g
for η ∈ Lp(X,µ) and h ∈ G. For ξ ∈ Lp(G × X, ν × µ), define tg(ξ) to be the
composition of ξ with the map x 7→ (g, x) from X to G×X.
Lemma 4.3. Let the notation be as in Notation 4.2. Then sg is a spatial isometry
in the sense of Definition 6.4 of [19], tg is its reverse in the sense of Definition 6.13
of [19], tgsg = 1, and sgtg is multiplication by χ{g}×X .
Proof. Everything is immediate. 
Lemma 4.4. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a countable discrete group, and let (G,A, α)
be an isometric G-Lp operator algebra. Let (X,B, µ) be a measure space, and let
pi0 : A→ L(L
p(X,µ)) be a contractive representation. Let (v, pi) be the associated
regular covariant representation as in Definition 2.12. For g ∈ G, let sg and tg be
as in Notation 4.2. Then:
(1) For a ∈ Cc(G,A, α), ξ ∈ Cc
(
G, Lp(X,µ)
)
, and h ∈ G, we have(
(v ⋉ pi)(a)ξ
)
(h) =
∑
g∈G
pi0
(
α−1h (ag)
)(
ξ(g−1h)
)
.
(2) If c ∈ L
(
Lp(G×X, ν × µ)
)
satisfies thcsk = 0 for all h, k ∈ G, then c = 0.
(3) For a ∈ Cc(G,A, α) and h, k ∈ G, we have
th(v ⋉ pi)(a)sk = pi0
(
α−1h (ahk−1)
)
.
Proof. These statements are all calculations. 
Lemma 4.5. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a countable discrete group, and let (G,A, α)
be a separable nondegenerately representable isometricG-Lp operator algebra. (See
Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Let ‖ · ‖ be the norm on F p(G,A, α), restricted
to Cc(G,A, α); let ‖ · ‖r be the norm on F
p
r (G,A, α), restricted to Cc(G,A, α);
and let ‖ · ‖∞ be the supremum norm. Then for every a ∈ Cc(G,A, α), we have
‖a‖∞ ≤ ‖a‖r ≤ ‖a‖ ≤ ‖a‖1.
Proof. The middle and last parts of this inequality follow from Lemma 3.13.
We prove the first inequality. Let a ∈ Cc(G,A, α). Write a =
∑
g∈G agug, as in
Notation 4.1. Let g ∈ G. Choose an isometric representation pi0 : A→ L(L
p(X,µ))
as in Lemma 3.19. Following Notation 4.2, use Lemma 4.4(3) at the second step to
get
‖ag‖ = ‖pi0(ag)‖ = ‖t1(v ⋉ pi)(a)sg−1‖ ≤ ‖(v ⋉ pi)(a)‖ ≤ ‖a‖r.
This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.6. Lemma 4.5 implies that the map a 7→ au1, from A to F
p
r (G,A, α),
is isometric. We routinely identify A with its image in F pr (G,A, α) under this map,
thus treating it as a subalgebra of F pr (G,A, α).
We do the same with the full crossed product F p(G,A, α).
Remark 4.7. Adopt the notation of Lemma 4.5, and assume that G is finite. Then
‖ · ‖1 is equivalent to ‖ · ‖∞, and Cc(G,A, α) is complete in both these norms. It
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follows that the map κr : F
p(G,A, α) → F pr (G,A, α) of Lemma 3.13 is bijective,
and also that the maps
ι : Cc(G,A, α)→ F
p(G,A, α) and ιr : Cc(G,A, α)→ F
p
r (G,A, α)
are bijective. Unlike in the C* situation, it does not immediately follow that κr is
isometric, and we have not tried to determine whether it is.
Proposition 4.8. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a countable discrete group, and let
(G,A, α) be a separable nondegenerately representable isometric G-Lp operator
algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Then for each g ∈ G, there is a
linear map Eg : F
p
r (G,A, α)→ A with ‖Eg‖ ≤ 1 such that if
a =
∑
g∈G
agug ∈ Cc(G,A, α),
then Eg(a) = ag. Moreover, for every representation pi0 of A as in Lemma 4.4, with
v and pi as in Lemma 4.4 and sg and tg as in Notation 4.2, we have
th(v ⋉ pi)(a)sk = pi0
(
α−1h (Ehk−1(a))
)
for all h, k ∈ G.
Proof. The first part is immediate from the first inequality in Lemma 4.5. The last
statement follows from Lemma 4.4(3) by continuity. 
It follows that coefficients ag of elements a ∈ F
p
r (G,A, α) make sense. One does
not get convergence of
∑
g∈G agug, since this already fails for C*-algebras and p = 2
is allowed in the proposition. However, we can prove that, as in the C* case, a is
uniquely determined by the coefficients ag.
Proposition 4.9. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a countable discrete group, and let
(G,A, α) be a separable nondegenerately representable isometric G-Lp operator
algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Let the maps Eg : F
p
r (G,A, α)→
A be as in Proposition 4.8. Then:
(1) If a ∈ F pr (G,A, α) and Eg(a) = 0 for all g ∈ G, then a = 0.
(2) If (X,B, µ) is a σ-finite measure space and pi0 : A→ L(L
p(X,µ)) is a non-
degenerate contractive representation such that the Lp direct sum (Defini-
tion 1.23)
⊕
g∈G pi0 ◦ αg is injective, then the regular representation σ of
F pr (G,A, α) associated to pi0 is injective.
In C*-algebras, if a ∈ C∗r (G,A, α) and E1(a
∗a) = 0, then a = 0. For p 6= 2, we
don’t have adjoints, and we do not know a sensible version of this statement.
Also, in part (2), we do not know whether the regular representation of F pr (G,A, α)
is isometric, not even if pi0 itself is assumed isometric.
Proof of Proposition 4.9. We prove (1). Let (X,B, µ) be a σ-finite measure space,
let pi0 : A → L(L
p(X,µ)) be a nondegenerate contractive representation, and let
(v, pi) be the associated regular covariant representation. Let sg and tg be as in
Notation 4.2. If a ∈ F pr (G,A, α) satisfies Eg(a) = 0 for all g ∈ G, then th(v ⋉
pi)(a)sk = 0 for all h, k ∈ G, whence (v ⋉ pi)(a) = 0 by Lemma 4.4(2). Since pi0 is
arbitrary, it follows that a = 0. This proves (1).
For (2), suppose a ∈ F pr (G,A, α) and σ(a) = 0. Fix l ∈ G. Taking h = g
−1
and k = l−1g−1 in Proposition 4.8, we get (pi0 ◦ αg)(El(a)) = 0 for all g ∈ G. So
El(a) = 0. This is true for all l ∈ G, so a = 0. 
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Corollary 4.10. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a countable discrete group, and let
(G,A, α) be a separable nondegenerately representable isometric G-Lp operator
algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) With notation as in Lemma 3.13,
the map κr ◦ κ : L
1(G,A, α)→ F pr (G,A, α) is injective.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 4.9(1). 
Definition 4.11. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a countable discrete group, and let
(G,A, α) be a separable nondegenerately representable isometric G-Lp operator
algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) The map E1 : F
p
r (G,A, α) → A
of Proposition 4.8, determined by
E1
(∑
g∈G
agug
)
= a1
when
∑
g∈G agug ∈ Cc(G,A, α), is called the standard conditional expectation from
F pr (G,A, α) to A, and is denoted by E.
Proposition 4.12. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a countable discrete group, and let
(G,A, α) be a separable nondegenerately representable isometric G-Lp operator
algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Identify A with its image in
F pr (G,A, α), as in Remark 4.6. Then the map E : F
p
r (G,A, α) → A is a Banach
conditional expectation in the sense of Definition 2.1 of [20].
Proof. We already know that E is linear and ‖E‖ = 1. It is immediate that E(a) = a
for a ∈ A. It remains to verify E(abc) = aE(b)c for a, c ∈ A and b ∈ F pr (G,A, α).
A calculation shows that this is true when b ∈ Cc(G,A, α), and the general case
follows by continuity. 
We will also need the following technical lemma concerning right and left multi-
plication by ug. It is easy when A is unital, since then ug is in the crossed product
and ‖ug‖ = 1 by Lemma 4.5. However, we need it in the nonunital case. Essentially,
it says that ug defines isometric elements of the multiplier algebras of F
p(G,A, α)
and F pr (G,A, α). Since we only need these particular multipliers, we do not discuss
the general theory of multiplier algebras.
Lemma 4.13. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a countable discrete group, and let (G,A, α)
be a separable nondegenerately representable isometricG-Lp operator algebra. (See
Definition 2.2 and Definition 1.17.) Then for every g ∈ G there are unique isometric
maps
Lg, Rg : F
p(G,A, α)→ F p(G,A, α) and Lg, Rg : F
p
r (G,A, α)→ F
p
r (G,A, α)
given by Lg(a) = uga and Rg(a) = aug for a ∈ F
p(G,A, α) and a ∈ F pr (G,A, α).
That is, for
a =
∑
h∈G
ahuh ∈ Cc(G,A, α),
we have
Lg(ι(a)) = ι
(∑
h∈G
αg(ah)ugh
)
and Rg(ι(a)) = ι
(∑
h∈G
ahuhg
)
,
and similarly with ιr in place of ι. Moreover, for g ∈ G and a, b ∈ F
p(G,A, α) or
a, b ∈ F pr (G,A, α), we have
Lg(ab) = Lg(a)b, Rg(ab) = aRg(b), and aLg(b) = Rg(a)b.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.6(3) and Theorem 3.7(3), it suffices to work with elements of
Cc(G,A, α). In particular, uniqueness is clear.
Let (v, pi) be any nondegenerate σ-finite contractive covariant representation of
(G,A, α), and let a ∈ Cc(G,A, α). Then we have
(v ⋉ pi)
(∑
h∈G
αg(ah)ugh
)
=
∑
h∈G
pi(αg(ah))vgvh = vg
∑
h∈G
pi(ah)vh = vg(v ⋉ pi)(a)
and
(v ⋉ pi)
(∑
h∈G
ahuhg
)
=
∑
h∈G
pi(ah)vhvg = (v ⋉ pi)(a)vg .
Since vg is an isometry, it follows that∥∥∥(v ⋉ pi)(∑
h∈G
αg(ah)ugh
)∥∥∥ = ‖(v ⋉ pi)(a)‖
and ∥∥∥(v ⋉ pi)(∑
h∈G
ahuhg
)∥∥∥ = ‖(v ⋉ pi)(a)‖.
By Theorem 3.6(2), taking the supremum over all nondegenerate σ-finite contrac-
tive covariant representations of (G,A, α) gives the result for the full crossed prod-
uct. By Theorem 3.7(2), restricting to nondegenerate σ-finite contractive regular
covariant representations gives the result for the reduced crossed product. 
Notation 4.14. Let the notation be as in Lemma 4.13. We write uga for Lg(a)
and aug for Rg(a). This notation is consistent with Notation 4.1.
5. Structure theorems for reduced Lp operator crossed products by
discrete groups
In this section, we prove three results about the structure of reduced Lp operator
crossed products by discrete groups. None of them will be used in the computation
of the K-theory of Opd, but they are fairly easy to prove using known techniques, and
it therefore seems appropriate to include them. The results are as follows. First,
crossed products by isometric actions of countable discrete amenable groups on uni-
tal nondegenerately σ-finitely representable Lp operator algebras preserve Banach
algebra amenability (in the sense of [28]). Second, if a countable discrete group G
acts freely and minimally on a compact metrizable space X, then F pr (G, C(X)) is
simple. Third, if a countable discrete group G acts freely on a compact metrizable
spaceX, then the traces on F pr (G, C(X)) all come from G-invariant measures on X.
Besides these results, it is proved in [24] that, for p 6= 1, the reduced Lp operator
crossed product by a G-simple isometric action of a Powers group G is simple.
The definition of an amenable Banach algebra is given in Definition 2.1.9 of [28];
see Theorem 2.2.4 of [28] for two standard equivalent conditions. The amenability
result has essentially the same proof as has been already used for C*-algebras. (See
Theorem 1 of [27] or Proposition IV.4.3 of [12].) We state the result on L1(G,A, α)
from [12] for completeness.
Proposition 5.1. Let A be an amenable unital Banach algebra, let G be an
amenable discrete group, and let α : G → Aut(A) be an isometric action of G
on A. Then L1(G,A, α) is an amenable Banach algebra.
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Proof. This is Proposition IV.4.2 of [12]. See Lemma IV.1.1 and Definition IV.1.4
of [12] for the notation. Actions in [12] are assumed isometric; see Definition I.2.2
of [11]. 
Theorem 5.2. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let G be a countable discrete amenable group, let
A be a unital Lp operator algebra which is nondegenerately σ-finitely representable
(Definition 1.17(5)), and let α : G→ Aut(A) be an isometric action. Suppose that A
is amenable as a Banach algebra. Then F p(G,A, α) and F pr (G,A, α) are amenable
as Banach algebras.
Proof. We follow the proof of Proposition IV.4.3 of [12]. (The paper [27] does not
have Proposition 5.1 as an intermediate step.) Lemma 3.13 provides contractive
homomorphisms
κ : L1(G,A, α)→ F p(G,A, α) and κr : F
p(G,A, α)→ F pr (G,A, α)
which have dense ranges. So amenability of F p(G,A, α) follows from Proposition
2.3.1 of [28] and Proposition 5.1. Amenability of F pr (G,A, α) then follows from
amenability of F p(G,A, α) and Proposition 2.3.1 of [28]. 
Now we consider the results on free actions. We need a lemma, which is based
on the main part of the proof of Lemma VIII.3.7 of [7]. We simplify and generalize
it in several ways. In particular, we do not need the Rokhlin Lemma, and the proof
works for free minimal actions of arbitrary discrete groups.
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a discrete group, let X be a free compact G-space, and let
F ∈ G \ {1} be finite. Then there exist n ∈ Z>0 and s1, s2, . . . , sn ∈ C(X) such
that |sk(x)| = 1 for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and all x ∈ X, and such that for all x ∈ U and
g ∈ F, we have
1
n
n∑
k=1
sk(x)sk(g−1x) = 0.
Proof. For use only within this proof, we define a pair (F,U), consisting of a finite
subset F ⊂ G \ {1} and an open subset U ⊂ X, to be inessential if there exist
n ∈ Z>0 and s1, s2, . . . , sn ∈ C(X) such that |sk(x)| = 1 for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and all
x ∈ X, and such that for all x ∈ U and g ∈ F, we have
1
n
n∑
k=1
sk(x)sk(g−1x) = 0.
Thus, we have to prove that (F,X) is inessential for every finite subset F ⊂ G\{1}.
We claim the following:
(1) For every x ∈ X and every g ∈ G \ {1}, there exists an open set U ⊂ X
with x ∈ U such that ({g}, U) is inessential.
(2) If F ⊂ G \ {1} is finite and U, V ⊂ X are open, and if (F,U) and (F, V )
are both inessential, then so is (F, U ∪ V ).
(3) If E,F ⊂ G \ {1} are finite and U ⊂ X is open, and if (E,U) and (F,U)
are both inessential, then so is (E ∪ F, U).
To prove (1), choose an open set U ⊂ X with x ∈ U such that U ∩ g−1U =
∅. Take n = 2, and take s1 to be the constant function 1. Choose a continuous
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function r : X → R such that r(x) = 0 for x ∈ U and r(x) = pi for x ∈ g−1U. Set
s2(x) = exp(ir(x)) for x ∈ X. For x ∈ U, we have
1
n
n∑
k=1
sk(x)sk(g−1x) =
1
2
[
1 · 1 + 1 · (−1)
]
= 0.
Thus ({g}, U) is inessential.
The proofs of (2) and (3) are both based on the following calculation. Let
m,n ∈ Z>0, r1, r2, . . . , rm, s1, s2, . . . , sn ∈ C(X), x ∈ X, and g ∈ G.
Then
1
mn
m∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
(rjsk)(x)(rjsk)(g−1x)(5.1)
=
 1
m
m∑
j=1
rj(x)rj(g−1x)
( 1
n
n∑
k=1
sk(x)sk(g−1x)
)
.
For (2), choose m,n ∈ Z>0 and continuous functions
r1, r2, . . . , rm, s1, s2, . . . , sn : X → S
1
such that for every g ∈ F, we have
(5.2)
1
m
m∑
j=1
rj(x)rj(g−1x) = 0 for x ∈ U and
1
n
n∑
k=1
sk(x)sk(g−1x) = 0 for x ∈ V .
The functions rjsk are continuous functions from X to S
1, and (5.1) implies that
for every g ∈ F and x ∈ U ∪ V, we have
1
mn
m∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
(rjsk)(x)(rjsk)(g−1x) = 0.
Similarly, for (3) choose m,n ∈ Z>0 and continuous functions
r1, r2, . . . , rm, s1, s2, . . . , sn : X → S
1
such that for every x ∈ U, we have
1
m
m∑
j=1
rj(x)rj(g−1x) = 0 for g ∈ E and
1
n
n∑
k=1
sk(x)sk(g−1x) = 0 for g ∈ F .
The claim again follows from (5.1).
We now claim that ({g}, X) is inessential for all g ∈ G \ {1}. Use compactness
of X and (1) to find n and open sets U1, U2, . . . , Un ⊂ X such that ({g}, Uk) is
inessential for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and such that
⋃n
k=1 Uk = X. Then apply (2) a total
of n− 1 times. This proves the claim.
For an arbitrary finite subset F ⊂ G \ {1}, we use this claim and apply (3)
repeatedly to see that (F,X) is inessential, as desired. 
We use the following analog of conventional notation for transformation group
C*-algebras.
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Notation 5.4. Let X be a locally compact metrizable space, and let G be a second
countable locally compact group which acts on X. Let α : G→ Aut(C(X)) be the
action of Example 2.4. We abbreviate F p(G,A, α) to F p(G,X) and F pr (G,A, α) to
F pr (G,X). If the action of G onX is called h, we write F
p(G,X, h) and F pr (G,X, h).
Proposition 5.5. Let G be a countable discrete group, let X be a free compact
G-space, and let E : F pr (G,X) → C(X) be the standard conditional expectation
(Definition 4.11), viewed as a map F pr (G,X) → F
p
r (G,X) via Remark 4.6. Then
for every a ∈ F pr (G,X) and ε > 0, there exist n ∈ Z>0 and s1, s2, . . . , sn ∈ C(X)
such that |sk(x)| = 1 for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and all x ∈ X, and such that∥∥∥∥∥E(a)− 1n
n∑
k=1
skask
∥∥∥∥∥ < ε.
Proof. Let α : G → Aut(C(X)) be the action of Example 2.4. Also, for g ∈ G let
ug ∈ F
p
r (G,X) be as in Notation 4.1.
Choose a finite set F ⊂ G and elements bg ∈ C(X) for g ∈ G such that, with
b =
∑
g∈F bgug, we have ‖a− b‖ <
1
2ε. Without loss of generality 1 ∈ F. By
Lemma 5.3, there exist n ∈ Z>0 and s1, s2, . . . , sn ∈ C(X) such that |sk(x)| = 1 for
k = 1, 2, . . . , n and all x ∈ X, and such that for all x ∈ U and g ∈ F \ {1}, we have
(5.3)
1
n
n∑
k=1
sk(x)sk(g−1x) = 0.
Define P : F pr (G,X)→ F
p
r (G,X) by
P (c) =
1
n
n∑
k=1
skcsk
for c ∈ F pr (G,X). We have to show that ‖E(a)−P (a)‖ < ε. Since ‖sk‖ = ‖sk‖ = 1
for all k, we have ‖P‖ ≤ 1. Therefore
‖E(a)− P (a)‖ ≤ ‖E(a)− E(b)‖+ ‖E(b)− P (b)‖+ ‖P (b)− P (a)‖
< 12ε+ ‖E(b)− P (b)‖+
1
2ε = ‖E(b)− P (b)‖+ ε.
So it suffices to prove that P (b) = E(b).
Let g ∈ F \ {1}. Then, using (5.3) and the definition of αg,
P (bgug) =
1
n
n∑
k=1
skbgugsk = bg
(
1
n
n∑
k=1
skαg(sk)
)
ug = 0.
Also,
P (b1u1) = b1 ·
1
n
n∑
k=1
sksk = b1 = E(b).
Thus, P (b) = E(b), as desired. 
Theorem 5.6. Let G be a countable discrete group, and let X be a free minimal
compact metrizable G-space. Then F pr (G,X) is simple.
Proof. Let I ⊂ F pr (G,X) be a proper closed ideal.
We first claim that I ∩C(X) = {0}. If not, let f ∈ I ∩C(X) be nonzero. Choose
a nonempty open set U ⊂ X on which f does not vanish. By minimality, we
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have
⋃
g∈G gU = X. Since X is compact, there is a finite set S ⊂ G such that⋃
g∈S gU = X. Define b ∈ C(X) by
b(x) =
∑
g∈S
f(g−1x)f(g−1x)
for x ∈ X. Then b(x) > 0 for all x ∈ X, so b is invertible. For g ∈ G let ug ∈
F pr (G,X) be as in Notation 4.1. Then b =
∑
g∈S ugffu
−1
g ∈ I. So I contains an
invertible element, contradicting the assumption that I is proper. This proves the
claim.
Let E : F pr (G,X) → C(X) be the standard conditional expectation (Defini-
tion 4.11), viewed as a map F pr (G,X) → F
p
r (G,X) (following Remark 4.6). We
claim that E(a) = 0 for all a ∈ I. It suffices to show that E(a) ∈ I. To prove this,
let ε > 0. Use Proposition 5.5 to choose n ∈ Z>0 and s1, s2, . . . , sn ∈ C(X) such
that the element b = 1n
∑n
k=1 skask satisfies ‖E(a) − b‖ < ε. Clearly b ∈ I. Since
ε > 0 is arbitrary, this implies that E(a) ∈ I = I. The claim is proved.
Now let a ∈ I. For all g ∈ G, we have au−1g ∈ I, so E(au
−1
g ) = 0. In the notation
of Proposition 4.8, this means that Eg(a) = 0 for all g ∈ G. Proposition 4.9(1) now
implies that a = 0. 
We can use the same methods to identify all the normalized traces on F pr (G,X).
Definition 5.7. Let A be a unital Banach algebra. Then a normalized trace on A
is a linear functional satisfying the following three conditions:
(1) τ(1) = 1.
(2) ‖τ‖ = 1.
(3) τ(ba) = τ(ab) for all a, b ∈ A.
When A is a unital C*-algebra, the normalized traces are exactly the tracial
states.
Our result requires that the action be free, but not necessarily minimal. The
main point is contained in the following proposition. The proof follows the proof
of Corollary VIII.3.8 of [7].
Proposition 5.8. Let G be a countable discrete group, let X be a free compact
metrizableG-space, and let A ⊂ F pr (G,X) be a subalgebra such that C(X) ⊂ A. Let
E : F pr (G,X) → C(X) be the standard conditional expectation (Definition 4.11).
Let τ : A → C be a normalized trace (Definition 5.7). Then there exists a unique
Borel probability measure µ on X such that for all a ∈ A we have
τ(a) =
∫
X
E(a) dµ.
Proof. We prove that τ = (τ |C(X))◦E. The statement then follows by applying the
Riesz Representation Theorem to τ |C(X).
Let a ∈ A and let ε > 0. We prove that |τ(a) − τ(E(a))| < ε. Use Proposi-
tion 5.5 to choose n ∈ Z>0 and s1, s2, . . . , sn ∈ C(X) such that |sk(x)| = 1 for
k = 1, 2, . . . , n and all x ∈ X, and such that
∥∥E(a)− 1n∑nk=1 skask∥∥ < ε. Since
s1, s2, . . . , sn, s1, s2, . . . , sn ∈ A, we have τ(skask) = τ(a) for k = 1, 2, . . . , n. There-
fore∣∣τ(a)− τ(E(a))∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∣τ
(
1
n
n∑
k=1
skask
)
− τ(E(a))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∥∥∥∥∥E(a)− 1n
n∑
k=1
skask
∥∥∥∥∥ < ε.
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This completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.9. Let G be a countable discrete group, and let X be a free compact
metrizable G-space. Let E : F pr (G,X) → C(X) be the standard conditional ex-
pectation (Definition 4.11). For a G-invariant Borel probability measure µ on X,
define a linear functional τµ on F
p
r (G,X) by
τµ(a) =
∫
X
E(a) dµ
for all a ∈ F pr (G,X). Then µ 7→ τµ is an affine bijection from the G-invariant Borel
probability measures on X to the normalized traces on F pr (G,X) (Definition 5.7).
Its inverse sends τ to the measure obtained from the functional τ |C(X) via the Riesz
Representation Theorem.
Proof. It is easy to check that if µ is a G-invariant Borel probability measure on X,
then τµ is a normalized trace on F
p
r (G,X). Clearly τµ(f) =
∫
X f dµ for f ∈ C(X).
This implies that µ 7→ τµ is injective and that the description of its inverse is correct
on the range of this map.
It remains only to prove that µ 7→ τµ is surjective. Let τ be a normalized trace
on F pr (G,X). Proposition 5.8 provides a Borel probability measure µ on X such
that τ(a) =
∫
X E(a) dµ for all a ∈ F
p
r (G,X). For g ∈ G and f ∈ C(X), using the
fact that τ is a trace at the second step, we have∫
X
f(g−1x) dµ(x) = τ
(
ugfu
−1
g
)
= τ(f) =
∫
X
f dµ.
Uniqueness in the Riesz Representation Theorem now implies that µ is G-invariant.
This completes the proof. 
6. The K-theory of direct limits and crossed products by Z
We give two general results on K-theory that are needed for the computation
of K∗
(
Opd
)
. The first is the K-theory of direct limits of Banach algebras with con-
tractive homomorphisms, and the second is the K-theory of a reduced Lp operator
crossed product by Z. For the main definitions and theorems related to the K-
theory of Banach algebras (in fact, “local Banach algebras”), we refer to Sections
5, 8, and 9 of [2].
We start with direct limits. Without some condition on norms, we do not expect
direct limits to exist in general. For example, the limit which describes ‖ϕi(a)‖ in
Proposition 6.1 might be infinite, or fail to exist because the net has more than one
limit point.
Proposition 6.1. Let I be a directed set, and let
(
(Ai)i∈I , (ϕj,i)i≤j
)
be a di-
rect system of Banach algebras with contractive homomorphisms. Then the di-
rect limit A = lim
−→
Ai exists in the category of Banach algebras and contractive
homomorphisms. If the maps to the direct limit are called ϕi : Ai → A, then⋃
i∈I ϕi(Ai) is a dense subalgebra of A and for all i ∈ I and all a ∈ Ai, we have
‖ϕi(a)‖ = limj≥i ‖ϕj,i(a)‖.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition 2.5.1 of [17],
where the statement is proved for the category of C*-algebras equipped with actions
of a fixed groupG. Also see Section 3.3 of [2], where a weaker boundedness condition
on the maps is used, but where the universal property of the direct limit is not
addressed. 
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If the Ai in Proposition 6.1 are L
p operator algebras, we do not know whether
it follows that lim
−→
Ai is an L
p operator algebra.
Corollary 6.2. Let A be a Banach algebra, let I be a directed set, and let (Ai)i∈I
be a family of closed subalgebras of A such that Ai ⊂ Aj for i ≤ j, and such that⋃
i∈I Ai = A. For i ≤ j, let ϕj,i : Ai → Aj be the inclusion. Then the canonical
map from lim
−→
Ai to A is an isometric isomorphism.
Proof. The formula for ‖ϕi(a)‖ in Proposition 6.1 implies that the map lim−→
Ai → A
is isometric. Therefore density of
⋃
i∈I Ai in A implies surjectivity. 
For a Banach algebraA and a locally compact Hausdorff spaceX, we let C0(X,A)
be the Banach algebra of all continuous functions b : X → A such that x 7→
‖b(x)‖ vanishes at infinity on X, with pointwise multiplication and the supre-
mum norm. If ϕ : A → B is a continuous homomorphism of Banach algebras,
let C0(X,ϕ) : C0(X,A)→ C0(X,B) be the continuous homomorphism determined
by C0(X,ϕ)(b)(x) = ϕ(b(x)) for b ∈ C0(X,A) and x ∈ X. The following lemma is
well known, but we do not know a reference. The case we care about is X = R,
but the proof in this case is no simpler.
Lemma 6.3. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. Then A 7→ C0(X,A) is
a functor from the category of Banach algebras with contractive homomorphisms
to itself which preserves direct limits.
Proof. The only nonobvious part is that C0(X,−) preserves direct limits. So let I
be a directed set, and let
(
(Ai)i∈I , (ϕj,i)i≤j
)
be a direct system of Banach algebras
with contractive homomorphisms. Set A = lim
−→
Ai, and for i ∈ I let ϕi : Ai → A
be the map to the direct limit. For i ≤ j, set ψj,i = C0(X,ϕj,i) : C0(X,Ai) →
C0(X,Aj), and for i ∈ I set ψi = C0(X,ϕi) : C0(X,Ai) → C0(X,A). We must
show that the algebra C0(X,A) and the maps ϕi satisfy the universal property of
the direct limit.
We first claim that for every b ∈ C0(X,A) and every ε > 0 there are i ∈ I and
c ∈ C0(X,Ai) such that ‖ψi(c)−b‖ < ε. Choose a compact subset K ⊂ X such that
‖b(x)‖ < ε5 for all x ∈ X \K. Choose a finite cover (U1, U2, . . . , Un) of K consisting
of nonempty open sets Um ⊂ X such that ‖b(x)− b(y)‖ <
ε
5 for m = 1, 2, . . . , n and
x, y ∈ Um, and choose continuous functions f1, f2, . . . , fn : X → [0, 1] with compact
supports supp(fm) ⊂ Um such that
∑n
m=1 fm(g) = 1 for all x ∈ K and such that∑n
m=1 fm(g) ∈ [0, 1] for all x ∈ X. For m = 1, 2, . . . , n, choose any xm ∈ Um, and
then choose i(m) ∈ I and am ∈ Ai(m) such that ‖ϕi(m)(am) − b(xm)‖ <
ε
5 . Define
cm ∈ C0(X,Ai(m)) by cm(x) = fm(x)am for x ∈ X. Choose i ∈ I such that i ≥ im
for m = 1, 2, . . . , n. Set c =
∑n
m=1 ψi,i(m)(cm).
We estimate ‖ψi(c) − b‖. If x 6∈
⋃n
m=1 supp(fm), then ‖b(x)‖ <
ε
5 and c(x) = 0,
so ‖ϕi(c(x))− b(x)‖ <
ε
5 . Otherwise, let J be the set of m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
x ∈ Um. If x 6∈ K, then for all m ∈ J we have
‖b(xm)‖ ≤ ‖b(x)‖+ ‖b(x)− b(xm)‖ <
ε
5
+
ε
5
=
2ε
5
.
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So
‖ϕi(c(x))‖ ≤ ‖c(x)‖ ≤
∑
m∈J
fm(x)‖ϕi(m)(am)‖
≤
∑
m∈J
fm(x)
(
‖b(xm)‖+
ε
5
)
≤
∑
m∈J
fm(x)
(
2ε
5
+
ε
5
)
≤
3ε
5
.
Since ‖b(x)‖ < ε5 , we get ‖c(x)− b(x)‖ <
4ε
5 . Finally, for x ∈ K, we have
‖ϕi(c(x))− b(x)‖ ≤
∑
m∈J
fm(x)‖ϕi(m)(am)− b(x)‖ ≤
∑
m∈J
fm(x) ·
ε
5
=
ε
5
.
Therefore ‖ψi(c)− b‖ ≤
4ε
5 < ε. The claim is proved.
Next, we claim that if i ∈ I and b ∈ C0(X,Ai), then limj≥i ‖ψj,i(b)‖ = ‖ψi(b)‖.
To see this, let ε > 0. Choose a finite cover (U1, U2, . . . , Un) of K consisting of
nonempty open sets Um ⊂ X such that ‖b(x) − b(y)‖ <
ε
3 for m = 1, 2, . . . , n
and x, y ∈ Um. For m = 1, 2, . . . , n, choose xm ∈ Um and choose i(m) ∈ I such
that ‖ϕi(m), i(b(xm))‖ < ‖ϕi(b(xm))‖ +
ε
3 . Choose j ∈ I such that j ≥ i(m) for
m = 1, 2, . . . , n. Now let x ∈ X. If there is m such that x ∈ Um, then
‖ϕj,i(b(x))‖ ≤ ‖ϕj,i(b(x)− b(xm))‖ +
∥∥ϕj,i(m)(ϕi(m), i(b(xm)))∥∥
<
ε
3
+ ‖ϕi(b(xm))‖ +
ε
3
≤ ‖ψi(b)‖+
2ε
3
.
Otherwise, x 6∈ K, so ‖b(x)‖ < ε3 , whence ‖ϕj,i(b(x))‖ <
ε
3 . It follows that
‖ψj,i(b)‖ ≤ ‖ψi(b)‖ +
2ε
3 < ‖ψi(b)‖+ ε. The claim is proved.
We now prove the universal property. Let D be a Banach algebra, and let
(γi)i∈I be a family of contractive homomorphisms γi : C0(X,Ai) → D such that
γj ◦ψj,i = γi whenever i, j ∈ I satisfy i ≤ j. We need a contractive homomorphism
γ : C0(X,A) → D such that γ ◦ ψi = γi for all i ∈ I. The first claim implies that⋃
i∈I ψi(C0(X,Ai)) is dense in C0(X,A), so γ is unique if it exists.
Let b ∈
⋃
i∈I ψi(C0(X,Ai)). We claim that whenever i1, i2 ∈ I, and b1 ∈
C0(X,Ai1) and b2 ∈ C0(X,Ai2) satisfy ψi1(b1) = b and ψi2(b2) = b, then γi1(b1) =
γi2(b2). To prove this, let ε > 0. Choose j ∈ I such that j ≥ i1 and j ≥ i2.
Then ψj(ψj,i1 (b1)− ψj,i2(b2)) = 0. Use the second claim to choose k ≥ j such that∥∥ψk,j(ψj,i1 (b1)− ψj,i2(b2))∥∥ < ε. Then
‖γi1(b1)−γi2(b2)‖ =
∥∥γk(ψk,i1 (b1)−ψk,i2(b2))∥∥ ≤ ∥∥ψk,j(ψj,i1(b1)−ψj,i2(b2))∥∥ < ε.
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, the claim follows.
There is therefore a well defined map β :
⋃
i∈I ψi(C0(X,Ai)) → D such that
β ◦ ψi = γi for all i ∈ I. It is easy to check that β is an algebra homomorphism.
We next claim that for all b ∈
⋃
i∈I ψi(C0(X,Ai)), we have ‖β(b)‖ ≤ ‖b‖. This
will complete the proof, since we can take γ to be the extension of β to C0(X,A)
by continuity.
Let ε > 0. Choose i ∈ I and c ∈ C0(X,Ai) such that ψi(c) = b. Use the second
claim to choose j ∈ I such that j ≥ i and ‖ψj,i(c)‖ < ‖b‖+ ε. Then
‖γ(b)‖ = ‖γj(ψj,i(c))‖ ≤ ‖ψj,i(c)‖ < ‖b‖+ ε.
This completes the proof. 
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Theorem 6.4. Let I be a directed set, and let
(
(Ai)i∈I , (ϕj,i)i≤j
)
be a direct
system of Banach algebras with contractive homomorphisms. Then the induced
map lim
−→
K∗(Ai)→ K∗
(
lim
−→
Ai
)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. It is shown in 5.2.4 of [2] that the result holds for the Murray-von Neumann
semigroups of idempotents over the algebra in place of K0. It is easy to see that the
result then also holds for the Grothendieck groups of these semigroups. The result
for K0 follows from that for the Murray-von Neumann semigroups by unitizing.
(See the proof of Proposition 2.5.4 of [17]. One can also copy the proof of this
proposition, substituting Lemma 2.5.8 of [17] for the use of continuous functional
calculus.)
To prove the result for K1, use the result for K0, the natural isomorphism
K1(B) ∼= K0(C0(R, B)) for any Banach algebra B (Theorem 8.2.2 of [2]), and
Lemma 6.3. 
Theorem 6.5. Let P be the set of prime numbers, enumerated as {p1, p2, . . .}. Let
N : P → Z≥0 ∪ {∞} be any function such that
∑
t∈P N(t) = ∞, and for n ∈ Z≥0
define
r(n) = p
min(N(1),n)
1 p
min(N(2),n)
2 · · · p
min(N(n),n)
n .
Let p ∈ [1,∞]. Let D be a spatial Lp UHF algebra of type N, as in Example 1.11.
Then K1(D) = 0 and K0(D) ∼=
⋃∞
n=1 r(n)
−1Z ⊂ Q, via an isomorphism which
sends the class [1D] of the idempotent 1D to 1 ∈ Q.
Proof. Theorem 3.10 and Definition 3.5 of [20] imply that there are subalgebras
D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ D such that
⋃∞
n=0Dn = D and such that Dn is isometrically
isomorphic to Mpr(n) for all n ∈ Z≥0. SinceM
p
r(n) is Mr(n) with an equivalent norm,
its K-theory is the same as for Mr(n). Thus, we have isomorphisms ηn : K0(Dn)→
r(n)−1Z, with ηn([1]) = 1, and we have K1(Dn) = 0, just as in the C*-algebra case.
Apply Corollary 6.2 and Theorem 6.4 to get the result. 
Lemma 6.6. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let (X,B, µ) be a measure space, and let A ⊂
L(Lp(X,µ)) be a norm closed subalgebra. Let S be a set, let M
p
S be as in Exam-
ple 1.6, and let s0 ∈ S. LetM
p
S⊗pA be as in Example 1.15. Let ε : A→M
p
S⊗pA be
the homomorphism defined by ε(a) = es0,s0⊗a for a ∈ A. Then ε is an isomorphism
on K-theory.
Proof. Let F be the collection of finite subsets of S which contain s0, ordered by
inclusion. For E ∈ F let MpE ⊂ M
p
S be as in Example 1.6. If F ∈ F contains E,
then Lemma 1.16 gives isometric maps εF,E : M
p
E⊗pA→M
p
F ⊗pA and εE : M
p
E⊗p
A → M
p
S ⊗p A, coming from the inclusions. Clearly εF ◦ εF,E = εE . Also, by
the construction of M
p
S and density of elementary tensors in M
p
S ⊗p A, the union
of the ranges of the maps εF is dense. Therefore we can make the identification
M
p
S ⊗p A = lim−→F∈F
MpF ⊗p A, using the maps εF for F ∈ F .
For E,F ∈ F with E ⊂ F, we have MpE ⊗p A = M
p
E ⊗alg A and M
p
F ⊗p A =
MpF ⊗alg A. The map εF,E is therefore clearly an isomorphism on K-theory. It
now follows from Theorem 6.4 that (εF )∗ is an isomorphism for all F ∈ F . Take
F = {s0} to get the result. 
We now give an analog of the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence [23] for reduced
Lp operator crossed products by Z. Rather than repeating the proof of [23] (or any
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of a number of later proofs), we show that the smooth crossed product, for which
the result is already known [22], has the same K-theory as the reduced Lp operator
crossed product. Therefore we start with smooth crossed products.
The following definition is a special case of a much more general definition. (See
Definition 2.1.0 of [31].)
Definition 6.7. Let A be a Banach algebra, and let α be an isometric automor-
phism of A. We use the same notation for the obvious isometric action α : Z →
Aut(A). We define the smooth crossed product S(Z, A, α) to be the vector space of
all functions a ∈ L1(Z, A, α) such that for every r ∈ Z≥0 the number
‖a‖r,1 =
∑
n∈Z>0
(1 + |n|)r‖an‖
is finite. We equip it with the topology given by the seminorms ‖ · ‖r,1, and with
the (convolution) multiplication inherited from L1(Z, A, α). Let κ∞ : S(Z, A, α)→
L1(Z, A, α) be the inclusion.
Proposition 6.8. The space S(Z, A, α) of Definition 6.7 is a locally m-convex
Fre´chet algebra, and κ∞ is continuous.
Proof. Since Z is a discrete group, this algebra is the same as the one called Lσ1 (Z, A)
in Equation (2.1.3) in [31], with σ(n) = 1 + |n| for n ∈ Z. The conclusion now
follows from the second part of Theorem 3.1.7 of [31]. (The condition there, that
σ− bound Ad, is trivial. See the discussion after Definition 1.3.9 of [31].) 
Lemma 6.9. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let A be an Lp operator algebra, and let α ∈ Aut(A)
be isometric. With notation as in Lemma 3.13 and Definition 6.7, the map
κr ◦ κ ◦ κ∞ : S(Z, A, α)→ F
p
r (Z, A, α)
is injective and has dense range.
Proof. Injectivity is immediate from injectivity of κ∞ and Corollary 4.10. Density
of the range follows from Theorem 3.7(3). 
Notation 6.10. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let A be an Lp operator algebra, and let α ∈
Aut(A) be isometric. Using Lemma 6.9, from now on we identify S(Z, A, α) with
the corresponding subalgebra of F pr (Z, A, α).
The following definition is again a very special case of something much more
general. See the Appendix in [31], especially Theorem A.2.
Definition 6.11. Let B be a Banach algebra, and let β : S1 → Aut(B) be an
action of the circle S1 on B. We say that b ∈ B is smooth (or β-smooth if β must
be specified) if the function λ 7→ βexp(iλ)(b) is a C
∞ function from R to B.
Theorem 6.12. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let A be a separable Lp operator algebra, and let
α ∈ Aut(A) be isometric. Let α̂ : S1 → Aut
(
F pr (Z, A, α)
)
be the dual action of
Theorem 3.20. Then b ∈ F pr (Z, A, α) is α̂-smooth if and only if b ∈ S(Z, A, α).
Proof. We first prove that smooth elements are in S(Z, A, α).
For n ∈ Z, let En : F
p
r (Z, A, α) → A be as in Proposition 4.8. It follows from
continuity of En and the definition of α̂ (see Definition 3.15 for the formula) that
(6.1) En
(
α̂exp(iλ)(b)
)
= exp(−inλ)En(b)
for all b ∈ F pr (Z, A, α) and n ∈ Z.
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We claim that if b ∈ F pr (Z, A, α) and the function λ 7→ α̂exp(iλ)(b) is differen-
tiable, with derivative f : R→ F pr (Z, A, α), then
En(f(λ)) = −in exp(−inλ)En(b)
for all n ∈ Z.
To prove the claim, we first observe that f is determined by the condition
lim
h→0
∥∥α̂exp(i(λ+h))(b)− α̂exp(iλ)(b)− hf(λ)∥∥
|h|
= 0.
Apply En, and use (6.1) and boundedness of En to get
lim
h→0
∥∥[ exp(−in(λ+ h))− exp(−inλ)]En(b)− hEn(f(λ))∥∥
|h|
= 0.
The claim follows.
The claim implies that if the function λ 7→ α̂exp(iλ)(b) is differentiable, with
derivative f : R → F pr (Z, A, α), then there is c ∈ F
p
r (Z, A, α) (namely f(0)) such
that En(c) = −inEn(b) for all n ∈ Z. Moreover, from (6.1) and Proposition 4.9(1)
we get f(λ) = α̂exp(iλ)(c) for all λ ∈ R.
Now suppose b ∈ F pr (Z, A, α) is smooth. Then, by induction, for every r ∈ Z≥0,
there is br ∈ F
p
r (Z, A, α) such that En(br) = (−in)
rEn(b) for all n ∈ Z>0. Since
supn∈Z ‖En(br)‖ ≤ ‖br‖, it follows that for every r ∈ Z≥0 we have
sup
n∈Z
|n|r‖En(b)‖ <∞.
So for every r ∈ Z≥0 we have, using (1 + |n|)
r+2 ≤ 2r+2
(
1 + |n|r+2
)
,∑
n∈Z
(1 + |n|)r‖En(b)‖ ≤
∑
n∈Z
2r+2
(
1 + |n|r+2
)
‖En(b)‖
(1 + |n|)2
≤ 2r+2
(
sup
n∈Z
‖En(b)‖ + sup
n∈Z
|n|r+2‖En(b)‖
)∑
n∈Z
1
(1 + |n|)2
<∞.
It follows that b ∈ S(Z, A, α).
Now let b ∈ S(Z, A, α). Since
∑
n∈Z ‖bn‖ < ∞, we can write b =
∑
n∈Z bnun,
with absolute convergence in F pr (Z, A, α). For λ ∈ R, set g(λ) = α̂exp(iλ)(b). Then
g(λ) =
∑
n∈Z
exp(−inλ)bnun.
It is easy to prove by induction on r that the function
λ 7→
∑
n∈Z
(−in)r exp(−inλ)bnun
is well defined (the series converges absolutely in F pr (Z, A, α)), takes values in
S(Z, A, α), and is equal to g(r)(λ). Thus b is smooth. 
Recall (see the second paragraph of Definition 1.1 of [29]) that if B is a unital
Banach algebra and C is a dense subalgebra, then C is spectrally invariant in B
if whenever c ∈ C has an inverse b ∈ B, then b ∈ C. In the nonunital case, we
ask that the unitization of C be spectrally invariant in the unitization of B. (It is
shown in Lemma 1.2 of [29] that, under good conditions, C is spectrally invariant
in B if and only if C is closed under holomorphic functional calculus in B.)
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Corollary 6.13. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let A be a Lp operator algebra, and let α ∈ Aut(A)
be isometric. Then S(Z, A, α) is spectrally invariant in F pr (Z, A, α).
Proof. It is easy to check that if b ∈ F pr (Z, A, α) is invertible and smooth, then b
−1
is smooth. Apply Theorem 6.12. 
In fact, Theorem 2.2 of [30] shows that S(Z, A, α) is strongly spectrally invariant
in F pr (Z, A, α) in the sense of Definition 1.2 of [30].
For a locally m-convex Fre´chet algebra A, we let RK∗(A) denote the repre-
sentable K-theory of A, as defined in [18].
Corollary 6.14. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let A be a Lp operator algebra, and let α ∈ Aut(A)
be isometric. Let κ∞ be as in Definition 6.7. Then
(κ∞)∗ : RK∗(S(Z, A, α)) → RK∗(F
p
r (Z, A, α))
is an isomorphism.
Proof. This is true for any continuous inclusion of a spectrally invariant locally
m-convex Fre´chet algebra, by Lemma 1.1.9(1) of [22]. 
Theorem 6.15. Let p ∈ [1,∞), let A be a Lp operator algebra, and let α ∈ Aut(A)
be isometric. Then we have the following natural six term exact sequence in K-
theory, in which ε : A→ F pr (Z, A, α) is the inclusion of Remark 4.6:
(6.2)
K0(A)
id−(α−1)∗
−−−−−−−→ K0(A)
ε∗−−−−→ K0
(
F pr (Z, A, α)
)
∂
x y∂
K1
(
F pr (Z, A, α)
) ε∗←−−−− K1(A) id−(α−1)∗←−−−−−−− K1(A).
Proof. The action satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6 of [22]. Therefore, with
ε∞ : A → S(Z, A, α) being the inclusion analogous to that of Remark 4.6, we get
the following natural six term exact sequence:
RK0(A)
id−(α−1)∗
−−−−−−−→ RK0(A)
(ε∞)∗
−−−−→ RK0
(
S(Z, A, α)
)
∂
x y∂
RK1
(
S(Z, A, α)
) (ε∞)∗
←−−−− RK1(A)
id−(α−1)∗
←−−−−−−− RK1(A).
Now apply Corollary 6.14 and use ε = κ∞ ◦ ε∞, getting (6.2) except with RK∗
in place of K∗. Since the algebras in (6.2) are all Banach algebras, Corollary 7.8
of [18] allows us to replace RK∗ with K∗. 
We suppose that there is also an analog of the Connes isomorphism theorem
for reduced Lp operator crossed products by isometric actions of R, but we have
not investigated this question. The analog for smooth crossed products is Theorem
1.2.7 of [22].
7. Realizing Opd as a crossed product
In this section, we show that Opd is stably isomorphic (in a suitable sense) to
a reduced Lp operator crossed product by an isometric action of Z, in a manner
analogous to the C* case (Section 2.1 of [5]). We use this isomorphism to compute
K∗
(
Opd
)
.
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The methods of the original computation, in [6], do not seem to work. We
have only partial information about to what extent the description of the K-theory
of purely infinite simple C*-algebras, as in Section 1 of [6], carries over to purely
infinite simple Banach algebras, as in Definition 5.1 of [20]. See Corollary 5.15 of [20]
and Question 8.6. This, however, is not the main difficulty, since this description
seems not to be essential for the rest of the argument of [6]. Rather, the problem
occurs in the proof of Proposition 2.2 of [6]. The map u 7→ λu in Proposition 2.1
of [6], from unitaries in Od to endomorphisms of Od, seems to have an analog in
the Lp situation only when u is an isometric bijection (‖u‖ ≤ 1 and ‖u−1‖ ≤ 1).
If ‖u‖ > 1, we have potential trouble with the norm of λu(t
n
j ) as n → ∞, and if
‖u−1‖ > 1, we have potential trouble with the norm of λu(s
n
j ) as n→∞. However,
for p 6= 2 the isometries in Mr(C) are necessarily spatial. (This is essentially
Lamperti’s Theorem [14]; see Theorem 6.9 and Lemma 6.15 of [19].) The isometry
group is therefore not connected. So we do not get the homotopy required in the
proof of Proposition 2.2 of [6].
We give careful details in this section because it is often necessary to prove
explicitly that homomorphisms are isometric. In particular, we want it to be clear
that we have provided such a proof everywhere that one is needed.
The proof of stable isomorphism involves a number of objects, including an
algebra with notation for some of its elements, an action of Z on this algebra, and a
number of homomorphisms. We introduce notation for these as we proceed though
the construction, stating the properties as lemmas. Once established, notation
implicitly stays in effect for the rest of this section.
We represent the spatial Lp UHF algebra of type d∞ (Example 1.11) following
Example 3.8 of [20], taking Xn there to be a d point space with normalized counting
measure. It is convenient here to use somewhat different notation.
Notation 7.1. Fix d ∈ {2, 3, . . .} and p ∈ [1,∞)\{2}. (Here, and in the rest of the
notation for this section, we mostly suppress the dependence on both d and p.) We
describe a representation of the spatial Lp UHF algebra of type d∞ (Example 1.11).
Define
Z = {0, 1, . . . , d− 1} and X0 = Z
Z>0 =
∞∏
n=1
Z.
Equip Z with the discrete topology and normalized counting measure λ, as in
Example 1.2. Write λn for the product of n copies of λ on Zn. Equip X0 with the
product topology and the infinite product measure, which we call µ0. For r ∈ Z>0,
we further let Xr =
∏∞
n=r+1 Z, with the product topology and infinite product
measure, now called µr, giving X0 = Z
r×Xr. Following Remark 1.14, we can then
identify
(7.1) Lp(X0, µ0) = L
p(Zr, λr)⊗p L
p(Xr, µr),
and we can further decompose the first factor in various ways, for example as
Lp(Zr, λr) = Lp(Zr−1, λr−1)⊗p L
p(Z, λ) = Lp(Z, λ)⊗r .
For r ∈ Z≥0, define
1>r = 1Lp(Xr ,µr) and 1≤r = 1Lp(Zr ,λr),
so that 1>0 = 1≤r⊗ 1>r. (These were called 1N>r and 1N≤r in Example 3.8 of [20].)
Take Mpd = L(L
p(Z, λ)) as in Example 1.2. For r ∈ Z>0 let D
(0)
r be the set of all
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operators of the form
(7.2)
1≤r−1 ⊗ a⊗ 1>r ∈ L
(
Lp(Zr−1, λr−1)⊗p L
p(Z, λ)⊗p L
p(Xr, µr)
)
= L
(
Lp(X0, µ0)
)
with a ∈Mpd , and define ϕ
(0)
r : M
p
d → L
(
Lp(X0, µ0)
)
by ϕ
(0)
r (a) = 1≤r−1 ⊗ a⊗ 1>r
as in (7.2). Let Dr be the subalgebra of L
(
Lp(X0, µ0)
)
generated by
⋃r
k=1D
(0)
k ,
and define ϕr : L
(
Lp(Zr, λr)
)
→ L
(
Lp(X0, µ0)
)
by ϕr(a) = a ⊗ 1>r according to
the tensor factorization in (7.1). Now set D =
⋃∞
r=1Dr.
Lemma 7.2. The objects defined in Notation 7.1 have the following properties:
(1) For every r ∈ Z>0, the map ϕ
(0)
r is an isometric bijection fromM
p
d to D
(0)
r .
(2) For every r ∈ Z>0, the map ϕr is an isometric bijection from L
(
Lp(Zr, λr)
)
to Dr.
(3) We have D1 ⊂ D2 ⊂ · · · .
(4) The algebra D is isometrically isomorphic to the spatial Lp UHF algebra
of type d∞, as in Example 1.11.
(5) The algebra D is separable.
(6) For r ∈ Z>0 and c1, c2, . . . , cr ∈M
p
d , we have
ϕ
(0)
1 (c1)ϕ
(0)
2 (c2) · · ·ϕ
(0)
r (cr) = c1 ⊗ c2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cr ⊗ 1>r
with respect to the tensor factorization
Lp(X0, µ0) = L
p(Z, λ)⊗r ⊗p L
p(Xr, µr).
Proof. For (1), for all a ∈ L
(
Lp(Z, λ)
)
we have ‖1≤r−1 ⊗ a ⊗ 1>r‖ = ‖a‖ by
Remark 1.14. The proof of (2) is the same. Part (3) is obvious. Given parts (2)
and (3), part (4) follows immediately from Definition 3.5 and Theorem 3.10 of [20].
Part (5) follows from the fact that the Dn are finite dimensional and their union is
dense in D. Part (6) is clear. 
Notation 7.3. We follow Notation 7.1. For a set S, let νS be counting measure
on S. (Thus λ = d−1νZ .) Define X = Z≥0 × X0, and equip X with the measure
µ = νZ≥0 × µ0 and the product topology. Define a function h : X → X as follows.
For m ∈ Z≥0 and k1, k2, . . . ∈ Z, write m = dm0 + k0 with m0 ∈ Z≥0 and k0 ∈ Z,
and then set
h(m, k1, k2, . . .) = (m0, k0, k1, k2, . . .).
Define (justification in Lemma 7.5(3) below) v ∈ L(Lp(X,µ)) by
(vξ)(x) = d1/pξ(h−1(x))
for ξ ∈ Lp(X,µ) and x ∈ X.
Notation 7.4. Recall the algebras M
p
S of Example 1.6, and the matrix unit no-
tation from there and from Example 1.2. Thus, the standard matrix units for Mpd
are (ej,k)
d−1
j,k=0. Define B ⊂ L(L
p(X,µ)) by B =M
p
Z≥0
⊗p D as in Example 1.15.
For a ∈M
p
Z≥0
, we have the element
a⊗ 1>0 ∈ L
(
Lp(Z≥0 ×X0, νZ≥0 × µ0)
)
= L(Lp(X,µ))
as in Remark 1.14, but recalling that 1Lp(X0,µ0) = 1>0 (Notation 7.1). Similarly,
for b ∈ D we get 1⊗ b ∈ L(Lp(X,µ)). For c ∈Mpd , we write 1⊗ ϕ
(0)
r (c) as
1⊗ ϕ(0)r (c) = 1⊗ 1≤r−1 ⊗ c⊗ 1>r.
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In the last expression, c is really in position r+1: the first tensor factor is 1lp(Z≥0),
and 1≤r−1 is the tensor product of r− 1 copies of 1Mp
d
. We use similar notation for
products as in Lemma 7.2(6).
For n ∈ Z≥0, we further define fn ∈ B by
fn =
dn−1∑
m=0
em,m ⊗ 1>0.
Lemma 7.5. The objects defined in Notation 7.3 and Notation 7.4 have the fol-
lowing properties:
(1) The algebra B is separable.
(2) The map h is a homeomorphism, with inverse given by
h−1(m, k1, k2, k3, . . .) = (dm+ k1, k2, k3, . . .)
for m ∈ Z≥0 and k1, k2, . . . ∈ Z.
(3) v is a well defined bijective isometry in L(Lp(X,µ)) which is spatial in the
sense of Definition 6.4 of [19].
(4) vBv−1 = B.
(5) For
j, k ∈ Z≥0, r ∈ Z>0, and l1,m1, l2,m2, . . . , lr,mr ∈ Z,
we have
v−1
(
ej,k ⊗ el1,m1 ⊗ el2,m2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ elr,mr ⊗ 1>r
)
v
= edj+l1, dk+m1 ⊗ el2,m2 ⊗ el3,m3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ elr ,mr ⊗ 1>r−1.
If we write j = dj0+ l0 and k = dk0+m0 with j0, k0 ∈ Z≥0 and l0,m0 ∈ Z,
then (allowing now r = 0)
v
(
ej,k ⊗ el1,m1 ⊗ el2,m2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ elr,mr ⊗ 1>r
)
v−1
= ej0,k0 ⊗ el0,m0 ⊗ el1,m1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ elr,mr ⊗ 1>r+1.
(6) For n ∈ Z≥0, the element fn is an idempotent.
(7) For n ∈ Z≥0, we have fn+1fn = fnfn+1 = fn.
(8) For n ∈ Z≥0, we have v
−1fnv = fn+1.
(9) ‖vbv−1‖ = ‖b‖ for all b ∈ B.
(10) We have f0Bf0 ⊂ f1Bf1 ⊂ f2Bf2 ⊂ · · · and B =
⋃∞
n=0 fnBfn.
Proof. Part (1) follows from separability ofMp
Z≥0
(which is clear from its definition)
and of D (Lemma 7.2(5)). Part (2) is clear.
We prove part (3). Given part (2), and since the formula for v gives v(χE) =
χh(E), all we need to check is that if E ⊂ X is measurable, then µ(h(E)) = d
−1µ(E).
This is true for all sets of the form
E = {m} × {(k1, k2, . . . , kr)} ×Xr
for m ∈ Z≥0, r ∈ Z>0, and k1, k2, . . . , kr ∈ Z. The characteristic functions of sets
of this type are continuous. Moreover, for every g ∈ Cc(X), there is a compact
set K ⊂ X and a sequence of continuous functions gn, each a linear combination
of functions χE with E as above and E ⊂ K, such that gn → g uniformly. The
statement now follows from the Riesz Representation Theorem.
Part (5) is a computation. Part (4) follows from part (5), because the elements
considered span a dense subspace of B. Parts (6) and (7) are immediate. Part (8)
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also follows from part (5). To prove part (9), use the fact that ‖v‖ = ‖v−1‖ = 1,
which is a consequence of part (3).
We prove (10). For n ∈ Z≥0, the inclusion fnBfn ⊂ fn+1Bfn+1 follows from (7).
Now define zn ∈ M
p
Z≥0
by zn =
∑dn−1
m=0 em,m for n ∈ Z≥0, so that fn = zn ⊗ 1>0.
Then it follows directly from the definition in Example 1.6 that
M
p
Z≥0
=
∞⋃
n=0
znM
p
Z≥0
zn.
The desired conclusion now follows from the density in B of the linear span of the
elementary tensors. 
Notation 7.6. We follow Notation 7.1, Notation 7.3, and Notation 7.4. We define
β ∈ Aut(B) by β(b) = vbv−1 for all b ∈ B. Since β is an isometric automorphism
of B (by Lemma 7.5(4) and Lemma 7.5(9)), we may define A = F p(Z, B, β). We
further identify an element b ∈ B with bu0 ∈ F
p(Z, B, β), as in Remark 4.6. (Since
B is not unital, we do not have un ∈ F
p(Z, B, β).) In particular, the elements fn
of Notation 7.4 are considered to be in A. For a ∈ A and n ∈ Z, we write una for
Ln(a) and aun for Rn(a), as in Notation 4.14.
We let v also stand for the isometric representation of Z on Lp(X,µ) given by n 7→
vn, and we define (justification in Lemma 7.7 below) pi = v ⋉ idB : F
p(Z, B, β) →
L(Lp(X,µ)) to be the representation associated, as in Theorem 3.6(1), with the
covariant representation (v, idB) of (Z, B, β).
Lemma 7.7. The objects defined in Notation 7.6 have the following properties:
(1) The algebra A is separable.
(2) The pair (v, idB) is a contractive covariant representation of (Z, B, β).
(3) The homomorphism pi exists and is contractive.
(4) u−1bu1 = v
−1bv and u1bu−1 = vbv
−1 for all b ∈ B.
(5) We have f0Af0 ⊂ f1Af1 ⊂ f2Af2 ⊂ · · · and A =
⋃∞
n=0 fnAfn.
Proof. Part (1) follows from separability of B (Lemma 7.5(1)) and the fact that the
linear span of all bun, with b ∈ B and n ∈ Z, is dense in A (by Theorem 3.6(3)).
Part (2) is immediate from the definitions. Part (3) follows from part (2) and
Theorem 3.6(1). Part (4) is the definition of the product in F p(Z, B, β).
We prove (5). For n ∈ Z≥0, the inclusion fnAfn ⊂ fn+1Afn+1 follows from
Lemma 7.5(7). For the density statement, it suffices to show that for b ∈ B and
k ∈ Z, we have buk ∈
⋃∞
n=0 fnAfn. Let ε > 0. Choose m ∈ Z≥0 and c ∈ fmBfm
such that ‖c− b‖ < ε. Without loss of generality m ≥ −k. Then u−1k fmuk = fm+k
by (4) and Lemma 7.5(8). Take n = max(m,m+ k). Then, using Lemma 7.5(7) at
the third step,
cuk = fmcfmuk = fmcukfm+k = fnfmcukfm+kfn ∈ fnAfn,
and ‖cuk − buk‖ < ε. 
Notation 7.8. Adopt the notation of Example 1.12. Let ω : Mpd → Ld be the
unital homomorphism determined by ω(ej,k) = sjtk for j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1}.
The following proposition is an easy consequence of Theorems 7.2 and 7.7 of [19]
when p 6= 1, but the case p = 1 is not explicitly in [19].
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Proposition 7.9. Let p ∈ [1,∞) \ {2} and let d ∈ {2, 3, . . .}. Let (Y, C, ν) be a σ-
finite measure space. Let ρ : Ld → L(L
p(Y, ν)) be a unital homomorphism. Suppose
that for j = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1, we have ‖ρ(sj)‖ ≤ 1 and ‖ρ(tj)‖ ≤ 1. Suppose further
that, with ω as in Notation 7.8, the homomorphism ρ ◦ ω : Mpd → L(L
p(Y, ν)) is
contractive. Then ρ is spatial in the sense of Definition 7.4(2) of [19].
Proof. The implication from (4) to (5) in Theorem 7.2 of [19] provides a measurable
partition Y =
∐d−1
j=0 Yj such that ρ(sjtj) is multiplication by χYj for j = 0, 1, . . . , d−
1. Therefore ρ is disjoint in the sense of Definition 7.4(1) of [19]. For j = 0, 1, . . . , d−
1, the relation tjsj = 1 and the bounds ‖ρ(sj)‖ ≤ 1 and ‖ρ(tj)‖ ≤ 1 imply that
ρ(sj) is an isometry. Lemma 7.12 of [19] now implies that ρ is spatial. 
We will need a related nonunital result.
Lemma 7.10. Let the hypotheses and notation be as in Proposition 7.9, except
that we require that ρ be nonzero but not necessarily unital. Further assume that
Lp(Y, ν) is separable. Then ρ extends uniquely to an isometric injective homomor-
phism ρ : Opd → L
(
Lp(Y, ν)
)
.
Proof. It is clear that e = ρ(1) is an idempotent in L(Lp(X,µ)). Set E = ran(e).
The hypotheses imply that ‖e‖ = 1. It follows from Theorem 3 in Section 17 of [13]
that there is a measure space (Y0, C0, ν0) such that E is isometrically isomorphic to
Lp(Y0, ν0). Since L
p(Y, ν) is separable, so is E, and therefore we may take ν0 to be
σ-finite. (See the corollary to Theorem 3 in Section 15 of [13].)
The corestriction ρ0 : Ld → L(E) is now a unital representation of Ld on L
p(Y0, ν0)
which satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 7.9. So ρ0 is spatial. Now apply The-
orem 8.7 of [19]. 
Lemma 7.11. Let (Y, C, ν) be a measure space such that Lp(Y, ν) is separable, and
let ρ : Opd → L
(
Lp(Y, ν)
)
be an isometric homomorphism (not necessarily unital).
Let (T,D, η) be a measure space such that Lp(T, η) is separable, and let γ : Mpd →
L(Lp(T, η)) be an isometric homomorphism (not necessarily unital). Then there is
an isometric isomorphism ψ : Opd → γ(M
p
d )⊗pρ
(
Opd
)
such that for j = 0, 1, . . . , d−1,
we have
ψ(sj) =
d−1∑
l=0
γ(ej,l)⊗ ρ(sl) and ψ(tj) =
d−1∑
l=0
γ(el,j)⊗ ρ(tl).
Moreover, for j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d−1} and a ∈ Opd, we have ψ(sjatk) = γ(ej,k)⊗ρ(a).
In particular, the Lp operator analog of the C* minimal tensor product of Mpd
and Opd does not depend on how these algebras are represented, at least if we restrict
to separable Lp spaces.
Proof of Lemma 7.11. Recall that p ∈ [1,∞) \ {2}.
The hypotheses imply that both ρ(1) and γ(1) are idempotents of norm 1. As
in the proof of Lemma 7.10, we can use Theorem 3 in Section 17 of [13] to see that
ρ(1)Lp(Y, ν) and γ(1)Lp(T, η) are isometrically isomorphic to Lp spaces of σ-finite
measure spaces. Taking the corestrictions of ρ and γ, we thus reduce to the case
in which both ρ and γ are unital. It now follows from Proposition 7.9 that ρ|Ld is
spatial, and from Theorem 7.2 of [19] that γ is spatial. In particular, we can write
Y =
∐d−1
j=0 Yj in such a way that for for j = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1, the operator ρ(sj) is
a spatial isometry with domain support Y, range support Yj , and reverse ρ(tj) (in
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the sense of Definition 6.13 of [19]). Also, we can write T =
∐d−1
j=0 Tj in such a way
that for k, l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}, the operator γ(ek,l) is a spatial partial isometry
with domain support Tl, range support Tk, and reverse γ(el,k).
For j = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1, set
vj =
d−1∑
l=0
γ(ej,l)⊗ ρ(sl) and wj =
d−1∑
l=0
γ(el,j)⊗ ρ(tl).
One easily checks that the elements vj , playing the role of sj , and wj , playing
the role of tj , satisfy the relations (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5). Therefore there is a
homomorphism ϕ : Ld → γ(M
p
d ) ⊗p ρ
(
Opd
)
such that ϕ(sj) = vj and ϕ(tj) = wj
for j = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1. Lemma 6.20 of [19] implies that γ(ek,l) ⊗ ρ(sj) is a spatial
partial isometry with domain support Tl × Y, range support Tk × Yj , and reverse
γ(el,k)⊗ρ(tj). Now Lemma 3.8 of [21] implies that for j = 0, 1, . . . , d−1, the operator
vj is a spatial isometry with reverse wj . That is, ϕ is a spatial representation in
the sense of Definition 7.4(2) of [19]. It now follows from Theorem 8.7 of [19] that
ϕ extends to an isometric homomorphism ψ : Opd → γ(M
p
d )⊗ ρ
(
Opd
)
.
We now prove the formula ψ(sjatk) = γ(ej,k) ⊗ ρ(a). A calculation shows that
ψ(sjtk) = γ(ej,k)⊗ρ(1) for j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d−1}. Now let j, k, r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d−1}.
Then
ψ(sjsrtk) = ψ(sj)ψ(srtk) =
d−1∑
l=0
[γ(ej,l)⊗ ρ(sl)][γ(er,k)⊗ ρ(1)] = γ(ej,k)⊗ ρ(sr)
and
ψ(sjtrtk) = ψ(sjtr)ψ(tk) =
d−1∑
l=0
[γ(ej,r)⊗ ρ(1)][γ(el,k)⊗ ρ(tl)] = γ(ej,k)⊗ ρ(tr).
For j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d−1}, the map a 7→ sjatj is a (nonunital) continuous endomor-
phism of Opd. Since s0, s1, . . . , sd−1, t0, t1, . . . , td−1 generate O
p
d as a Banach algebra,
we conclude that ψ(sjatj) = γ(ej,j) ⊗ ρ(a) for j = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1 and a ∈ O
p
d. For
k = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1, we then get
ψ(sjatk) = ψ(sjatj)ψ(sjtk) = [γ(ej,j)⊗ ρ(a)][γ(ej,k)⊗ ρ(1)] = γ(ej,k)⊗ ρ(a),
as desired.
It remains to prove that ψ is surjective. The previous paragraph implies that
the range of ψ contains γ(ej,k)⊗ ρ(a) for all j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1} and a ∈ O
p
d. It
follows that ψ has dense range. Since ψ is isometric, it is surjective. 
Lemma 7.12. There exists an isometric isomorphism σ : Opd → f0Af0 such that for
j = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1 we have (recalling Notation 7.1, Notation 7.3, and Notation 7.6)
(7.3) σ(sj) = u1(ej,0 ⊗ 1>0) and σ(tj) = (e0,j ⊗ 1>0)u−1.
Proof. We first check that the elements in (7.3) are in f0Af0. Using u
−1
1 f0u1 = f1
(which follows from Lemma 7.7(4) and Lemma 7.5(8)) at the first step, and the
definitions of f0 and f1 at the second step, for j = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1 we get
f0u1(ej,0 ⊗ 1>0)f0 = u1f1(ej,0 ⊗ 1>0)f0 = u1(ej,0 ⊗ 1>0).
Therefore u1(ej,0⊗1>0) ∈ f0Af0. The proof that (e0,j⊗1>0)u−1 ∈ f0Af0 is similar.
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We next check that the elements in (7.3) give a unital homomorphism τ : Ld →
f0Af0. This follows from the calculation, for j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1},
(e0,j ⊗ 1>0)u−1u1(ek,0 ⊗ 1>0) = e0,jek,0 =
{
0 j 6= k
f0 j = k,
and from the calculation (using Lemma 7.7(4) and Lemma 7.5(8) at the last step)
d−1∑
j=0
u1(ej,0 ⊗ 1>0)(e0,j ⊗ 1>0)u−1 = u1
(∑d−1
j=0
ej,j ⊗ 1>0
)
u−1 = u1f1u−1 = f0.
Next, we claim that τ ◦ ω : Mpd → f0Af0 is contractive. To see this, first
use Lemma 7.7(4) and Lemma 7.5(5) at the last step to check that, for j, k ∈
{0, 1, . . . , d− 1}, we have
(τ ◦ ω)(ej,k) = τ(sjtk) = u1(ej,0 ⊗ 1>0)(e0,k ⊗ 1>0)u−1
= u1(ej,k ⊗ 1>0)u−1 = e0,0 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>1.
Therefore (τ ◦ω)(a) = e0,0⊗a⊗1>1 for all a ∈M
p
d . By Remark 1.14, the homomor-
phism τ ◦ω is isometric from Mpd to B. Since the inclusion of B in A is contractive
(by the inequality ‖a‖ ≤ ‖a‖1 in Lemma 4.5), the claim follows.
The inequality ‖a‖ ≤ ‖a‖1 and contractivity of multiplication by u1 and u−1
(Lemma 4.13) imply that ‖τ(sj)‖ ≤ 1 and ‖τ(tj)‖ ≤ 1 for j = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1.
Since A is separably representable (using Lemma 7.7(1) and Proposition 1.25),
we may apply Lemma 7.10 to conclude that τ extends to an injective isometric ho-
momorphism σ : Opd → f0Af0. It remains only to prove that σ is surjective, and for
this it suffices to prove that its range ran(σ) is dense in f0Af0. By Theorem 3.6(3),
it is enough to show that
(7.4) f0
(
el,m ⊗ 1≤r−1 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r
)
unf0 ∈ ran(σ)
whenever r ∈ Z>0, n ∈ Z, j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1}, and l,m ∈ Z≥0.
We first claim that (7.4) holds when n = 0. In this case, the expression is zero
unless l = m = 0. For r ∈ Z>0 and j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}, we use Lemma 7.7(4)
and Lemma 7.5(5) to get
σ(s0)
[
e0,0 ⊗ e0,0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e0,0 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r
]
σ(t0)
= e0,0 ⊗ e0,0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e0,0 ⊗ e0,0 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r+1
(shifting the tensor factor ej,k one space to the right). Therefore ran(σ) contains
e0,0⊗ej,k⊗1>1 = σ(sjtk), e0,0⊗e0,0⊗ej,k⊗1>2, e0,0⊗e0,0⊗e0,0⊗ej,k⊗1>3, . . . .
The closed subalgebra that these elements generate is {e0,0 ⊗ a : a ∈ D}, and the
claim for n = 0 follows.
We next claim that for n ∈ Z>0 we have unf0 = f0(u1f0)
n and f0u−n =
(f0u−1)
nf0. The proof is by induction on n, and the case n = 0 is trivial. For
the induction step for the first, use Lemma 7.7(4) and Lemma 7.5(8) at the third
step, and Lemma 7.5(7) at the last step, to get
f0(u1f0)
n+1 = unf0u1f0 = un+1(u
−1
1 f0u1)f0 = un+1f1f0 = un+1f0.
Similarly,
(f0u−1)
n+1f0 = f0u−1f0u−n = f0(u
−1
1 f0u1)u−n−1 = f0f1u−n−1 = f0u−n−1.
This proves the claim.
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Now let n ∈ Z>0. Then
f0
(
el,m ⊗ 1≤r−1 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r
)
unf0 =
[
f0
(
el,m ⊗ 1≤r−1 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r
)
f0
]
· (u1f0)
n.
The first factor is in ran(σ) by the case already done, and (u1f0)
n = σ(s0)
n ∈
ran(σ), so (7.4) holds.
Also, using Lemma 7.7(4) and Lemma 7.5(8),
f0
(
el,m ⊗ 1≤r−1 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r
)
u−nf0 = f0
(
el,m ⊗ 1≤r−1 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r
)
fnu−n.
If l 6= 0 or m ≥ dn, this expression is zero, hence in ran(σ). So we only need to
consider f0
(
e0,m⊗ 1≤r−1⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r
)
u−nf0, and under the assumption that there
are q0, q1, . . . , qn−1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d−1} such thatm =
∑n−1
i=0 qid
i. Then, using Lemma
7.7(4) and Lemma 7.5(5) repeatedly at the first step, and f0u−n = (f0u−1)
nf0 at
the second step,
f0
(
el,m ⊗ 1≤r−1 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r
)
u−nf0
= f0u−n
(
e0,0 ⊗ e0,qn−1 ⊗ e0,qn−2 ⊗ e0,q0 ⊗ 1≤r−1 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r+n
)
f0
= σ(t0)
n ·
[
f0
(
e0,0 ⊗ e0,qn−1 ⊗ e0,qn−2 ⊗ e0,q0 ⊗ 1≤r−1 ⊗ ej,k ⊗ 1>r+n
)
f0
]
.
The case n = 0 of (7.4), which we have already proved, and the fact that ran(σ) is
an algebra, show that this expression is in ran(σ).
Thus (7.4) holds for all j, k, l,m, r, n. This completes the proof of surjectivity. 
Notation 7.13. Fix a σ-finite measure space (Y, C, ν) such that Lp(Y, ν) is separa-
ble, and a unital isometric homomorphism α0 : O
p
d → L(L
p(Y, ν)) whose restriction
to Ld is spatial. For n ∈ Z>0, define
αn : (Md)
⊗n ⊗alg O
p
d → L
(
Lp(Zn × Y, λn × ν)
)
to be the tensor product of n copies of the standard isomorphismMd → L(L
p(Z, λ))
with α0. Make (Md)
⊗n ⊗alg O
p
d into an L
p operator algebra by defining ‖a‖ =
‖αn(a)‖ for a ∈ (Md)
⊗n ⊗alg O
p
d, and write (M
p
d )
⊗n ⊗p O
p
d for (Md)
⊗n ⊗alg O
p
d
equipped with this norm.
Let ψ0 : O
p
d → M
p
d ⊗p O
p
d be the map ψ of Lemma 7.11. Set η0 = idOpd . Let
σ0 : O
p
d → A be the map σ of Lemma 7.12, followed by the inclusion of f0Af0 in A.
Define ε0 : O
p
d →M
p
d ⊗p O
p
d by ε0(a) = e0,0 ⊗ a for a ∈ O
p
d.
For m ∈ Z>0, we adapt standard notation by writing Ad(um) for the automor-
phism of A given by a 7→ umau−m (even though um is not in A).
Now, for n ∈ Z>0, inductively define (justifications in Lemma 7.14 below)
ψn = idMp
d
⊗p ψn−1 : (M
p
d )
⊗n ⊗p O
p
d → (M
p
d )
⊗(n+1) ⊗p O
p
d,
ηn = ψn−1 ◦ ηn−1 : O
p
d → (M
p
d )
⊗n ⊗p O
p
d,
σn = Ad(u−1) ◦ σn−1 ◦ ψ
−1
n−1 : (M
p
d )
⊗n ⊗p O
p
d → A,
and
εn = ψn ◦ εn−1 ◦ ψ
−1
n−1 : (M
p
d )
⊗n ⊗p O
p
d → (M
p
d )
⊗(n+1) ⊗p O
p
d.
Lemma 7.14. For every m ∈ Z, the map Ad(um) in Notation 7.13 is a well
defined isometric automorphism of A. Moreover, for all n ∈ Z≥0, the maps defined
in Notation 7.13 have the following properties:
(1) ψn is an isometric isomorphism.
(2) ηn+1 = (idMp
d
⊗ ηn) ◦ ψ0.
(3) ηn+1 is an isometric isomorphism.
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(4) σn is isometric and ran(σn) = fnAfn.
(5) εn is an isometric homomorphism.
(6) σn+1 ◦ εn = σn.
(7) For all a ∈ (Mpd )
⊗n ⊗p O
p
d, we have εn(a) = e0,0 ⊗ a.
Proof. The part about Ad(um) follows from Lemma 4.13.
We prove the remaining statements simultaneously by induction on n.
For n = 0, part (1) is Lemma 7.11, part (4) is Lemma 7.12, part (5) follows from
Remark 1.14, and part (7) is the definition of ε0.
For parts (2) and (3), we use η0 = idOp
d
to get
η1 = ψ0 ◦ η0 = ψ0 = (idMp
d
⊗ η0) ◦ ψ0,
as desired for (2). Also, η1 is isometric since ψ0 is.
We now prove part (6). By Lemma 2.11 of [19], it suffices to prove that (σ1 ◦
ε0)(sj) = σ0(sj) for j = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1.
Fix j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}. We have ψ0(s0sjt0) = e0,0 ⊗ sj by Lemma 7.11, so
(ψ−10 ◦ ε0)(sj) = s0sjt0. Therefore, using the formula for σ0 at the second step, and
Lemma 7.7(4) and Lemma 7.5(8) at the third step,
(σ1 ◦ ε0)(sj) =
(
Ad(u−1) ◦ σ0 ◦ ψ
−1
0 ◦ ε0
)
(s0sjt0) = (e0,0 ⊗ 1>0)u1(ej,0 ⊗ 1>0)
= u1
(∑d−1
l=0
el,l ⊗ 1>0
)
(ej,0 ⊗ 1>0)
= u1(ej,0 ⊗ 1>0) = σ0(sj).
This completes the proof of the case n = 0.
Now let n ∈ Z>0, and assume that all parts are known for n− 1.
The map ψn is bijective because ψn−1 is bijective and M
p
d is finite dimensional.
The map ηn+1 is bijective because ψn and ηn are. Now, to prove part (2), we use
the induction hypothesis at the second step to get
ηn+1 = ψn ◦ ηn =
(
idMp
d
⊗p ψn−1
)
◦
(
idMp
d
⊗ ηn−1
)
◦ ψ0 =
(
idMp
d
⊗ ηn
)
◦ ψ0,
as desired.
Now we prove that ηn+1 is isometric, which will finish the proof of part (3). We
know that ηn is isometric. Therefore αn ◦ ηn is isometric. Proposition 7.9 implies
that (αn ◦ ηn)|Ld is spatial. For j = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1, one checks that
(αn+1 ◦ ηn+1)(sj) =
[
αn+1 ◦ (idMp
d
⊗ ηn) ◦ ψ0
]
(sj)
=
d−1∑
l=0
ej,l ⊗ (αn ◦ ηn)(sl) ∈ L
(
Lp(Zn+1 × Y, λn+1 × ν)
)
.
This operator is a sum of spatial partial isometries with disjoint domain supports
and disjoint range supports. By Lemma 3.8 of [21], it is a spatial partial isometry
whose reverse is the sum of the reverses of the summands, that is,
d−1∑
l=0
el,j ⊗ (αn ◦ ηn)(tl) =
[
αn+1 ◦ (idMp
d
⊗ ηn) ◦ ψ0
]
(tj) = (αn+1 ◦ ηn+1)(tj).
Thus, (αn+1 ◦ ηn+1)|Ld is a spatial representation of Ld. Theorem 8.7 of [19] now
implies that αn+1 ◦ ηn+1 is isometric. Therefore ηn+1 is isometric, as desired.
It is now clear that ψn = ηn+1 ◦ η
−1
n is isometric, which finishes part (1).
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The maps σn and εn are isometric, since they are compositions of isometric
maps. The statement about the range of σn follows from the induction hypothesis
and u−1fn−1u1 = fn (Lemma 7.7(4) and Lemma 7.5(8)).
We now prove part (6). Using the induction hypothesis at the third step, we get
σn+1 ◦ εn =
(
Ad(u−1) ◦ σn ◦ ψ
−1
n
)
◦
(
ψn ◦ εn−1 ◦ ψ
−1
n−1
)
= Ad(u−1) ◦ σn ◦ εn−1 ◦ ψ
−1
n−1 = Ad(u−1) ◦ σn−1 ◦ ψ
−1
n−1 = σn.
It remains to prove part (7). We compute:
εn(a) =
(
ψn ◦ εn−1 ◦ ψ
−1
n−1
)
(a) =
(
(idMp
d
⊗p ψn−1) ◦ εn−1 ◦ ψ
−1
n−1
)
(a)
=
(
idMp
d
⊗p ψn−1
)(
e0,0 ⊗ ψ
−1
n−1(a)
)
= e0,0 ⊗ a,
as desired. 
Corollary 7.15. Let (X,B, µ) be a σ-finite measure space such that Lp(X,µ)
is separable. Let ρ : A → L(Lp(X,µ)) be a nonzero but not necessarily unital
contractive homomorphism. Then ρ is isometric.
Proof. We first claim that ρ(fn) 6= 0 for all n ∈ Z≥0. From Lemma 7.7(4) and
Lemma 7.5(9), we get fn = (u−nf0)f0(f0un) and f0 = (unfn)fn(fnu−n). Since
u−nf0, f0un, unfn, and fnu−n are all in A, we see that if ρ(fn) = 0 for some
n ∈ Z≥0, then ρ(f0) = 0, and then ρ(fn) = 0 for all n ∈ Z≥0. Lemma 7.7(5) and
continuity of ρ then imply that ρ = 0.
For all n ∈ Z≥0, it follows that ρ|fnAfn is a nonzero contractive homomorphism.
Lemma 7.14(3) implies that fnAfn is isometrically isomorphic to O
p
d. So ρ|fnAfn is
isometric by Lemma 7.10. Since n is arbitrary, ρ is isometric by Lemma 7.7(5). 
Corollary 7.16. The map κr : A = F
p(Z, B, β) → F pr (Z, B, β) is an isometric
bijection.
Proof. By Lemma 3.13, this map is contractive and has dense range. The algebra
F pr (Z, B, β) is clearly separable, so separably representable by Proposition 1.25.
Apply Corollary 7.15. 
Although we won’t need this, it also follows (using Lemma 7.7(3)) that the
representation pi of Notation 7.6 is isometric.
Theorem 7.17. There is an isometric isomorphism γ : M
p
Z≥0
⊗pO
p
d → A such that
γ(e0,0 ⊗ 1) = f0 and γ(e0,0 ⊗ a) = σ0(a) for all a ∈ O
p
d.
Proof. For n ∈ Z≥0, set Tn = {0, 1, . . . , d
n − 1} ⊂ Z≥0. Define gn : Z
n → Tn by
gn(j1, j2, . . . , jn) =
n∑
l=1
jld
n−l
for j1, j2, . . . , jn ∈ Z. Lemma 1.16 provides isometric homomorphisms
γgn,Opd : M
p
Zn ⊗p O
p
d →M
p
Tn
⊗p O
p
d and ξn : M
p
Tn
⊗p O
p
d →M
p
Tn+1
⊗p O
p
d,
the first being an isomorphism and the second coming from the inclusion of Tn in
Tn+1. There is an isometric isomorphism ιn : (M
p
d )
⊗n ⊗p O
p
d → M
p
Zn ⊗p O
p
d which
comes from the identification of Lp(Zn, λn) with Lp(Z, λ)⊗n, such that for a ∈ Opd
and j1, j2, . . . , jn, k1, k2, . . . , kn ∈ Z, we have
ιn
(
e(j1,j2,...,jn), (k1,k2,...,kn) ⊗ a
)
= ej1,k1 ⊗ ej2,k2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ejn,kn ⊗ a.
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Set γn = γgn,Opd ◦ ιn. One checks easily that ξn ◦ γn = γn+1 ◦ εn.
Using Lemma 7.14(4) and Lemma 7.14(6) for the bottom part, we now get a
commutative diagram, in which the maps in the bottom row are the inclusions, all
maps are isometric, and all vertical maps are bijective:
MpT0 ⊗p O
p
d
ξ0 // MpT1 ⊗p O
p
d
ξ1 // MpT2 ⊗p O
p
d
ξ2 // · · ·
Opd
ε0 //
σ0

γ0
OO
Mpd ⊗p O
p
d
ε1 //
σ1

γ1
OO
(Mpd )
⊗2 ⊗p O
p
d
ε2 //
σ2

γ2
OO
· · ·
f0Af0 // f1Af1 // f2Af2 // · · · .
Therefore the vertical maps induce isometric isomorphisms of the direct limits. By
Corollary 6.2 and Example 1.6, the direct limit of the top row is M
p
Z≥0
⊗p O
p
d. By
Corollary 6.2 and Lemma 7.7(5), the direct limit of the bottom row is A. Thus we
get isometric isomorphisms
γ∞ : lim−→
n
(Mpd )
⊗n ⊗p O
p
d →M
p
Z≥0
⊗p O
p
d and σ∞ : lim−→
n
(Mpd )
⊗n ⊗p O
p
d → A.
Set γ = σ∞ ◦ γ
−1
∞ . 
Corollary 7.18. The map κr ◦ σ0 : O
p
d → F
p
r (Z, B, β) is an isomorphism on K-
theory such that (κr ◦ σ0)∗([1]) = [κr(f0)].
Proof. It follows from Theorem 7.17 and Lemma 6.6 that σ0 : O
p
d → A is an iso-
morphism on K-theory, and clearly (σ0)∗([1]) = [f0]. Apply Corollary 7.16. 
Theorem 7.19. Let p ∈ [1,∞) and let d ∈ {2, 3, . . .}. Then K1
(
Opd
)
= 0 and there
is an isomorphismK0
(
Opd
)
→ Z/(d−1)Z which sends [1] ∈ K0
(
Opd
)
to the standard
generator 1 + (d− 1)Z.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 6.5 that K1(B) = 0 and that there
is an isomorphism η : Z
[
1
d
]
→ K0(B) such that η(1) = [f0]. Therefore η(d) = [f1].
We have β(f1) = f0 by Lemma 7.5(8), so (β
−1)∗ is multiplication by d. The exact
sequence (6.2) of Theorem 6.15 thus becomes
0 −→ K1
(
F pr (Z, B, β)
)
−→ Z
[
1
d
] 1−d
−−−→ Z
[
1
d
]
−→ K0
(
F pr (Z, B, β)
)
−→ 0.
ThereforeK1
(
F pr (Z, B, β)
)
= 0 and there is an isomorphism from Z
[
1
d
]
/(d−1)Z
[
1
d
]
to K0
(
F pr (Z, B, β)
)
which sends 1 to [f0]. Now apply Corollary 7.18 and use the
fact that the map Z→ Z
[
1
d
]
induces an isomorphism
Z/(d− 1)Z→ Z
[
1
d
]
/(d− 1)Z
[
1
d
]
.
This completes the proof. 
8. Some open problems
There are many open problems suggested by the general theory. We single out
just a few.
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Question 8.1. Let p ∈ [1,∞) \ {2}, let (G,A, α) be a nondegenerately σ-finitely
representable isometric G-Lp operator algebra. (See Definition 2.2 and Defini-
tion 1.17.) Is the map κr : F
p(G,A, α) → F pr (G,A, α) of Lemma 3.13 necessarily
surjective? If G is amenable, is this map necessarily injective? Surjective? Isomet-
ric? (In any of these questions, does it help to assume that G is discrete, G = Z,
or A = C?) If G is finite, does it follow that κr is isometric? (In Remark 4.7, we
showed that κr is bijective, but not that it is isometric.)
Positive results may well hold only in fairly special circumstances.
Question 8.2. Let X be a compact metric space, and let h : X → X be a minimal
homeomorphism. Define α ∈ Aut(C(X)) by α(f) = f ◦ h−1 for f ∈ C(X). As
in Notation 5.4, abbreviate F p(Z, C(X), α) to F p(Z, X, h) and F pr (Z, C(X), α) to
F pr (Z, X, h).
Is F p(Z, X, h) simple? (The algebra F pr (Z, X, h) is simple by Theorem 5.6, and
we do not know whether it is different from F p(Z, X, h).) Can there ever be a
nonzero continuous homomorphism from F p1(Z, X1, h1) to F
p2(Z, X2, h2) or to
F p2r (Z, X2, h2) with p1 6= p2 and h1 and h2 both minimal?
Question 8.3. Let h : X → X, F p(Z, X, h), and F pr (Z, X, h) be as in Question 8.2.
What information about h can one recover from the isomorphism class or isometric
isomorphism class of F p(Z, X, h) and F pr (Z, X, h)?
Question 8.4. Let h : X → X, F p(Z, X, h), and F pr (Z, X, h) be as in Ques-
tion 8.2. Suppose X is the Cantor set. Does it follow that the invertible elements
of F pr (Z, X, h) are dense? That is, does F
p
r (Z, X, h) have stable rank one? This is
true for p = 2, by [26]. If X = S1 and h is an irrational rotation, does it follow that
the invertible elements of F pr (Z, X, h) are dense? This is true for p = 2, by [25].
In the case p = 2, stable rank one holds much more generally. For p = 2, both
the special examples in Question 8.4 also have real rank zero. A unital C*-algebra
has real rank zero if and only if it is an exchange ring, by Theorem 7.2 of [1], and
the definition of an exchange ring (see the beginning of Section 1 of [1]) makes sense
for general unital rings. So it seems reasonable to ask the following:
Question 8.5. In the examples of Question 8.4, is F pr (Z, X, h) an exchange ring?
Question 8.6. Let A be a purely infinite simple unital Banach algebra. Let inv(A)
denote its invertible group, and let inv0(A) denote the connected component of
inv(A) which contains 1. Does it follow that the map inv(A)/inv0(A) → K1(A) is
an isomorphism?
The corresponding result for K0 is true, by an argument in the proof of Corollary
5.15 of [20].
Question 8.7. Let p ∈ [1,∞). Let α : G → Aut(A) be an isometric action of a
second countable locally compact abelian group on a separable nondegenerately
representable Lp operator algebra. In Theorem 3.18 and Theorem 3.20, we have
constructed dual actions
α̂ : Ĝ→ Aut
(
F p(G,A, α)
)
and α̂ : Ĝ→ Aut
(
F pr (G,A, α)
)
.
Is there an analog of Takai duality [32] for the crossed products by these actions?
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